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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 14, 1970

Bill Prohibiting Sex Education In Schools In
Schools Introduced In House Could)/ Are
ert — A

Clerks' Offices To
Be Open Fridays
To Six O'clock

10* Per Copy

Largest Paid
Circuhition
Both In.City
And In County

Vol. LXXXXI No. I

Measure To Eliminate The
Death Penalty Intreduced

anent barring from any school
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The offices ofthe Circuit Court
bill to prohibit sex educatino In in the state.
leek and the County Court Clerk
Lsier also introduced House
public and private schools from
be open each Friday afterkindergarten through the eighth Bill 58 which would remove the
oon until six O'clock ,according
Thirteen Doves by the feeder. grade was introduced in the sales tax from food sold for
The Calloway County High o an anncetincement by James
Downy Woodpecker going round House Tuesday by Rap. John consumption off the premises
School
and the six elementary 131alock, Circuit Court Clerk.
and round a limb, apparently
it
where
sold.
was
D- Kenton.
A total of 12 bills were in- centers, Anne, Faxon, Halal. Blalock said this opening until
as well adjusted upside down as
The bill, believed the first of troduced Tuesday in the Howe, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New ix p.m. is being done to give an
he is right Ade up.
Its nature ever introduced in which reconvenes at 1 p. a. Concord, were in session today Sea/ rtunity for Calloway County
Assembly, would (EST) today.
after school being dismissed for citizens who work out of town
One of the worst sins of today the General
physical Two bies introduced Tuesday six days due
to the ice and time for their business in the
Is a person's getting the idea permit the teaching of
the lower grades and dealt with the reshuffling
offices of the clerks.
that others do but that he does hygiene in
of snow.
lEkkraii and plant biology and
The two offices will be closed
judicial districts. One, -*traSupt. William B. Miller said
sot, Or, since he does not comeconomics in high scho- duced by Rep. Gross
home
C. Lind- the schools reopened this morn- on Saturday each week.
Alta a particular an, he is far
forbidden
would
be,
But
say, Henderson, would place ing one hour later..than usual. Marvin Harris, couoty court
nearer Heaven than his neigh- ol.
By GLEN CARPENTER
In the words of the proposed Hopkins and Caldwell Counties Buses only
ran on the blacktop clerk, urges all citizens of
bill, "instruction in human sex- in the 4th Judicial District and road,in the
county.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI) — A
_ county to buy their car licenses
relationships" Ull• Weibster, Union
and Crittendea 1This will make foul: days thit as 'soon as possible. They are
"Congress is the only institu- oality or sex
bill has been introduced into Mg
ninth grade leveL
the
der
tion of government at
the schools will have to make due now and the deadline bir
FedState Senate k eliminate tha
The bill also would prohibit
eral level where the average questionnaires, surveys, assign- (Continued on Pao* Sixteen) up at the end of the current purchase is March 1, The cost
death penalty for capital crimes.
citizen has a chance to be
school
term
close
scheduled
of
the license is $12.50 each.
to
A similar measure failed in the
ments or examinations containheard. All it takes to get a reon
May 28. The Southern As- The office is open from eight
House four sears ago.
ing any questions about the pusponse from your congresimini
sociation of Schools of which a.m.-to five p.m. Monday throb&
The measure, introduced by
pil's pereonal belief or pracis a pencil, a piece of paper
Calloway County High is a mem- Thursday and from eight
to
Sen.
Gibson Doering, fl-Lexington
tices in sex, family life, morMiss
Steve
Gayle Rogers
Willoughby
and a postageastamp". Rep. Wilber only allows two calamity six p.m. on Friday.
ality and religion, or any quesTuesday, would permit life im...Miss University School
... Mr. University School
lie= A. Steiger of Wisconsin. tions about those
clays
for
its
members.
Miller
of his parprisonment or imprisonment wisaid all schools in the county
ents or guardians.
thout Theiirivilweg.piparole oply
As 0 December 31, Mak'-' The State Board
- The, Sociology Club of Mur- metemehave. tee -*Moe by tams
of
kr persons convicted of capital
ray State will hold a meeiing
total debt of the United States was authorized
to adopt and en- tonight at 7:00 o'clock in the rule of allowing only two cacrimes.
was $361,24.1183,000. The pub- force
such ruled and regulations Student Union Building, Boom lamity days due to the weather.
The death penalty would be
lic debt of all of the other na- necessary
The lunch rooms at each of
to make the program S.
eliminated from such crimes as
tions of the tinrld 'combined effective.
the elementary centers and the
armed robbery and burglary, terThe guest speakers will he
smart • to-- $30itIeffM42,000.
Several cases have beer disPunishment for
violation Mr. A. R. Patterson and Mr. high stchool *ere open today.
med assault, kidnaping, wlllftd1
posed
of
in
the
Calloway
County
This
is
the
second day of school
would include fines of $100 to 'Drennan, both employees of
murder and rape and carnal
the since the schools were dismiss Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller
Fellow says that whenever any.
1,000 and barring the offend- Eddyville Penitentiary.
knowledge of a female child unThey ed Friday, December 19;fir-the during the past week. Records
one refers to the "Tennessee
ing teacher from employment will speak an prison life,'
Valley Authority" Senator AlSteve Willoughby and Miss basketball and baseball teems der 12 years of age.
Christmas and New Year's holi- show the following occurred:
or one year. Conviction on a
This will be an open meetbert Gore probably thinks they
Ross Kew, Murray, failure ay* Rogers, seniors, have beeniand is active in French Club, It would also not be allowable
violation would mean a ing end the public is cordially days. The school was in session
mean him.
comply with court order rela- elected Mr. and Miss Murray Librare Club, Drama Club, io for fatal injury caused by blockto
ore
Monday:
January
5,
but
with
gine im to $6,000 and . perm- invited totattend.
the snow falling early Tuesday, tive to support to minor children; University School for the scho- vice-president of Beta Club, a ing a public road or private
Maxi clothes are dangerous. So
member of F. B. L A., and has passage or for participating in
January 6, the schools were clew paid Circuit Court Clerk $50.00 ol year 1989-70.
IN HOSPITAL
says Liverpool, England's safety
ed until today.
and was recognized on his own Mr. and Miss Murzay Univer- served as Student Council Vice- a itiob when death endue to
officer. "Any girl covered from
the person in custody in such
Murray City Schools were bond to appear in Calloway sity School personifies all those President.
C,ordie McDougal is in Van.'
heed to foot in a dark outfit is
Gayle, daughter of Mr. and cases as lynching. It would also
closed on Monday due to the County Circuit Court on Februa- charactersistics of the ideal studerbilt
University
just asking for trouble", he
dent of Murray University Scho- Mrs. James Rogers, is a mem- not be permitted to apply to fatal
Hospital
where underwent surgery yes- ice and snow, but were in sea ry 5, 1970; Sheriff.
ol including service to school ber of French Club, the COL Injury caused by a inWile fired
says. "On the other hand, a
John
sion
Tuesday.
on
Spiegelhalter,
terday. He entered the hosmini-skirted girl with Plenty of
speeding, fined $10.00 costs end schoolmates, friendliness, staff, president of Beta Club, or thrown onto a train, station
pital on Sunday and surgery was
cooperativeness, growling, *de- co-editor of the Yearbook, sec- platform or automobile.
flesh and white thighs showing
DEPARTMENT
HOME
$18.50;
State Police.
performed following tests on
quate scholarship, and attitude. retary of the Student Council, A similar measure, backed
la bound to be seen". He mid,
by
Danny
Joe
Gee,
Route
Four,
The
Home
Department
of the
First attendants are Don president of Drama Club, and
we didn't
Harold Beaman, administrat- Monday. McDougal is a Lino- Murray Woman's Club
has ma. Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 Overbey and Miss Beth Garri- served as a class officer all four former Gov. Edward T. Breathtype operator for the Ledger
or of the Weet View Nursing
itt, was defeated in the 1966
son and seemed attendants are years of high school. She was
Scott Drug out on Chestnut Home, and a member of the and Times. He and his family celled its meeting for Thurs- costs $18.50; State Police.
House of Representatives by a
day, January 15, at the club Connie F. Morgan, Route Six, Peter Schiel and Miss Amy alternate 'cheerleader
Street has some Gene Gray Murray Lions Club spoke to Jive at HaseL
her Jim- 76-20 wee after much debate.
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 Thompson, all seniors.
house.
prints. Squirrels, Wildcat, Coon, the Lions at their regular meetior year and attendant to the During the proceedings,
Breathcasts $14.50;-State Polfce.
•er.
Steve, son of Mr. and Mrs. basketball queen her sop
bete Tuesday eight at. the
itt
anted executive stays of
leorrest
L.
Beier,
West
F
Aubrey
Willoughby, wee es elm yew--•
Murray Woman's Club House.
- to the eight nee then
fort, III., reckless driving, ameThe son of Mr. and
Gray illustrates Hippy Haab* Beaman, who is currently
in death row at the Kentucky
nded to improper passing, fined
Frank Overbey, Don is
Ground, publication of the De- serving as president of the
$10.00 costs $18.50,State Police.
president of Library Club, State Penitentiary at Eddyville.
partment of Fish end Wildlife Western
Kentucky
District
Michael W. Thompson, Route
member of the Yearbook staff, Warden John Wingo, in a teleNursing Homes Assn., spoke to
Resource&
phone interview, said there are
Five, Paris, Tenn, speeding,finDrama
Club, and was cap
his club about the "Better Life"
•
ed $10.0Q costs $18.50;State Polof the varsity basketball team currently 14 prisooers on death
Sorry to hear that Jim Butler for elder citizens in need of
By GLEN CARPENTER
row with one inmate's stay of
ice.
I last year. Don has also
has resigned as State Natural- nursing care. He informed the
FRANKFORT, Ky. fust — The•
execution scheduled to expire
vice-president of F. B. L.
Jimmy'Wheatle
as
y,
1091
ist. Apparently he has taken a Licns of the four, 'types of fa,
2
North
first th
is what iwexpect eel
this -December. The last execuwas
and
Street,
chosen
class
favori
too active part in pushing strip cilities; extendet care facility,
urray,
rderl
diso
•
ed to bece a storm over the
his freshman and Junior years tion occurred March 2, 1962
mining laws end his superior skill nursing homes, intermedSunday Closing Law has cc conduct, given ten days count!,
iate care facilities, and personal
aid not like it.
(Continued on Page Sixteen) when Kelly Moss of Alderson
curred with the "will of God" Jail at hard labor, suspended
was electrocuted after being concore faciWes. He told the Club
on condition that he has no troubconfronting commercialism.
victed of murder,
that the-facility he heads is one
Several people caliettlls the
House Speaker Julian Carroll
le with his ex-wife for next six The Calloway Fiscal Court
During Tuesday's first meet- months.
In other action, the Senate apptwo days about a fkicktif-13edar cd 70- extended care operations of Paducah has said in a televimet this morning for the first
roved a resolution offered by
Waxwings out around the colby the state of Ken- sion broadcast at FranMort that ing of the Senate Cities Com- Dan L. Robertson, 1625 Hami- meeting with the new Mareslege. These attractive tar& eat
en. Romano Mazzoli, D-LouLskY•
"under no circumstances. will mittee, the question of morality. lton, Murray, speeding, - fined trites present. They had erge
The speaker pointed out one he run for Congress against Fra- versus economics was the pri- $10.00 costs $18.50;State Police. viously been sworn in by re.
ville, instructing the Legislative
'Continued on Page- Sixtestic of the needs of his patients as nk Albert Stubblefield of Murray mary one as the cairunittee be Steven C._ Winn
Research Commission staff to
Mayfield, tiring Judge Hall McCuiston.
of its chairbeing concern by -the co/1mm- who is serving his sixth term
conduct a study of the state's
Treasurer Gordon Moody reng,
amended
to
recidess
ity, a need to know that others In the House of Representatives mares b --to altel the Sunday driving,
need
woe wets viewed the financial status of
domestic relations laws Secede
Closing Law.
are interested in them and that in Washington.
bill No. 5 ,appropriating n26,the county and explained the
$18.50; State Police,
Sen. Henry Beach, D-Louise Jackie
they have not been forgotten
074 to the legislative sessions
Carroll said he was more inG. Sanders, Route One, various sources of revenue and
measure
introduced
has
ville,
a
after having served useful lives. terested right now in serving
distribution of funds:
account was the first bill approvwhich would allow small'glee Farmington, speeding, fined
He challenged his listeners to
ed by the upper chamber this
as ,representative from McCra- ery stores and drug stores whi- $10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. Road and general fun claims
E.
A.
Inglehirt
of Murray
resolve to spend a few moments
cken County and speaker of the ch do half their business in
Donald H. Stout, Monmouth, were approved by the court. Route Six is offering a reward session. The fends will reimwith -someone they know who is
The court has been meeting
burse the LRC for money exN,
House
J.;
than
anything
e
else.
epeecling,
fined
$10.00
sale of prescription medicine
a patient in a care facility.
on the second Tuesday of each of $500 for information "leading pended to provide more office
The Paducah representative and drugs to remain open on costs $l850 State Police,
to
the
and
arrest
convictionof
the
President Z. C. Enix read two
month, but the meeting date
seiCe and equipment for legJames In Miller, Murray,KRS
cards of thanks received from added that he might be concerned Sunday if they choose. Another
was -changed for,, future meet- person or persons who killed and islative purposes.
political
other
aspirations
with
150,450
Untagged
commercial
proposthe
provision
of
major
butchered
recipients of the 48 poinsettias
a cow belonging to
ings to the Wednesday after
Among the 17 bills introduced
- dMivered to shut-Ins during the after the session ends in March. al, introduced last week as Sen- emit, fined $15,00 costs-$18.50; the second Monday of each Inglehart and Lestel Elkins", were
ones to:
He
said
interested
was
he
anctWiteeife.
in
Department
Fish
loof
allow
ate Bill No. 8, would
holidays. The cards mentioned
according to the office of Sheriff
month.
•
— Allow public employes to
The list of jurors fer the Feb- were from Robert .Mayfield
and was taking a close look at cal governments "home' rule" Richard E. Tynes, Route Two, Magistrates
Clyde
Steele.
present
were
Lenand
form unions.
ruary term of Circuit Court has Mrs. J. W. Outland.
the United States Senate in 1972, to decide if other retail mer- Mayfteld, driving while intoxi- Me 'Hale, Wayne Flora, K.
B. Elkins manager of the Ingle— Prohibit the sale of air riflbeen released by the office of
chants should be allowed tu-cated, amended to reckless driv- McCuiston anel Martin Young.. hart farm, was out feeding the
Lion Enix also announced
es and pistols spring rifles and
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
that the Leslie R. Putnam inbe open or closed on the Sab- ing, fined $100.00 costs $13.50
A night meeting will be held cattle Monday afternoon when he
B-B guns to minors,
Names for the list were drawn lieu-of-flowers fund was approxbath Day of Christians. The State Police.
on January 20 at 7:00
m. in discovered the butchering of the
—Separate the barber and costhunder began to rumble when
In open court on October 10,1969. imately $200 and would be preGlen -Harrison, Route One, Ly- order for the new Magistrates con on a dead end road near
metologist board and divide their
Beach told the six committee nnville, &peening; fined $10.00 to become more acquainted Center Ridge,
Persons listed are to report to sented to the Kentucky Eye
according to the property.
found- costs $18.50; State Police,
members
has
present
he
the Circuit Court room on Mon- Foundation at its- January 2st
with
the
problems
which
conSheriffs
Sheriff Clyde Steele has anoffice.
— Allow voters to register on
day, Februar-y 2, at nine a.m. meeting in Louisville by, him- nounced that the tax books are no real sentiment against hi
front them. County Court Clerk
The person or persons had
primary
bill in the clerlitY•
election days at all
self and Lion Codie Caldwell, now open for the payment
The list is as follows:
Marvin
ris
and County At- killed the co -on the side of the
of
"I don't
Harman Millerjommy Me- a director of the foundation. taxes for the year 1909.
Tierney
Easley. were present road and had partially dressed polls, although they couldn't vote
Flynn, R-Lexingtoa,
The members were also in'ander, Celia Crawbrd Roberts,
meeting with County it before taking it away, accord- for 30 days.
Persons are urged to pay Robert D.
Judge Robert Miller presiding. ing to information given to the
— Two bills- to increase jury
Green Wilson, Hugh H. Brown, formed that contributions from their-tete& before February 1 replied, "They might not be
pay. One would increase the prePerry Hendon, Hoyt Like, Mars. this commuitity to the Paducah in order to avoid the six per against it up at your place, but
sheriff's office,
The
g
m
of
urrthe
they
place."
are
my
in
sent pay of $5 Per day for petit
Moody, Kenneth Redden, Telethon which were turned in- cent penalty to be added at that
dio Ham Club for 1970
Flynn, an insurance agent LiY
to Mrs. Odelle Vance to
and grand jurors to $15 a day,
and Mrs. Don Keller.
time.
will
'held
Wednesday
evenand college basketball refereewhile the other would increase
Mrs. Martin Young, Betty Nan- $2269.00,
The tax books had been clos- said
the structure of this lo- ing , 7:30 p.m. at the Ham
the pay to $20,
Don McCord was a guest of ed since the first of the yeir
ny, Galen M. Thurman, Mrs. Altion is based oa-Christianity. Shack,
—Redefine "legal holiday" to
fred Lindsey, Otis Lovins, Mrs. Lion James Harmon.
so that thc books of former
"I think the structure of our The program will be a lectuegi dental reel' for Hansford B.
say any day on which neither
Sheriff Fannie. Stubblefield Democracy has fallen
James Brown, Mrs. Art Lee,
down be- and demonstration of Micro -' McOuiston were held this.mornHouse of the General Assembly
could be audited.
Mrs. Bennie„Purcell, Heyward
cause we have gotten further wave radio station by Doyarislin ing at 11 a.m, at the chapel of
meets, thus enabling the legLsRoberts, and Larry Dunn.
and further away/-from rebb wings. Also, it will-be theteace the Max H. Churchill Funeral
The fueieral Mr Mrs, May
Mrs. Jackie Byerly, Leon GroIon," Flynn said. "I believe I line for the eubmission of QSL Home with Rev. Coy Garrett Andrus 0'1108 Poplar Street, lature to increase the length
garytdrs, Bob Montgomery, Keiwould be going against the will Card' for the Mule The winner officiating.
Murray, was held today at 2:30 of its sessions.
Uals•di Peees IsS•risselosisil
th Brandon/ Golan Hayes,Doroof God to put these things of this contest will receive a Pallbearein -were X. B. Mc- ene -arethe chapel of the J. H.
_- thy Starks, Lake Hall, Edd Fenopen."
West Keetucky: Mostly sunCuiston, Trellis E. McCuiston. Churchill Funeral Home with
prize,
ton, R. C. Sheridan, and Mildred ny today and clear tonight,
1Sut Beach, a Baptist mine
Vernon Moody, Everett Oliver, Rev. Edd glover offietating.
beRagsdale.
Mrs. Charles 0,(Louise) Pas- ter who has betel advocating
coming ..partly cloudy Thursday.
•
Donnie Morgane and Max OlivMrs. Charlie- B. Stark, Myron Slight warming through Thurs- chall, Sr., of Murray Route Seven lowing "Mom and Pop" grocer\
Grandsons served as pallbear
er.. Interment was in the MurPADUCAH, Ky. (UPine- Klee
Culp, Mrs. John Imes, Howard day. High this afternoon 44-52. was Injured in a one car accident stores to open on Sunday, toe
ray Memerial Gardens with the ers and burial was in the Stew cue crews
Wednesday were searC. Giles, Glenn E. Rogers, Mrs. Lows tonight 30-36, high Thurs- on Tuesday morning.
Flynn, "1 hope it won't get 4)
arrangements by the Max H. art Cemetery voth the arrange- citing'
the icy waters of Clarks
the Will of God."
Hugh Arnett, Marshall Garland, day 50-58. Winds southeasterly
Churchill Funeral Home.
ments by the J. H. Churchill River in
McCracken County for
"Then I have .no business deShe was treated for an injury
Deis Boyd, Mrs. Clifton Camp- 5-10 milds per hour, becoming
McCuiston, age 60,' died Fri- Funeral Home.
the body of a_ Paducah youth who
bell, and Mrs. Sam Spiceland, southerly tonight. Friday con- to the right shoulder and rib nying down here," Flynn re
SunnyOhio.
day
in. Zanesville,
Death claimed the life of Will
was drowned Tuesday afternoon,
Mrs. Ed Miller Jr, Joseph siderable—Meudiness and mild. cage at the emergency room of plied. The feeling among tse Washer, of Murray Route se. ors are his' wife. Mrs. Lucille
Mrs. Andrus, age 85, died , State police -said Mart-Chumthe Murray - Calloway County other committee members pre- von Tuesday morning at the Hodges McCuiston, three (laugh:
C. Williford, RobitA C. McCage,
sent and indications ,from other Niurray-Calloway County Hoe. ters, one -son, seven grgenechild- Monday at the Convalestent-iii- bler 14, fell through the thin
Rost:dal.
Larry Hurt, Claude L. Miller,
vision of the Murray-Calloway Ice'
Kentucky Lake, 7 & m. 355.7,
while he and a companion
lawmakers is that some clan peer. He was 88 years
Billy M. Handl, Mrs. Robert
of -ege"-trem. and one brother. Frank Count) Hospital. She was the were
up 0.1.
sledding on the river.
Mrs. Paschall is now recuper- fication of the present law is and one of the most prominent
McCuiston of Murray.
Hendon, Mrs. Harold Grogan, Below
wife of the late John J. Andrus Archie Lee wiggins,
dam, 308.7, down 3.1. ating at her home. She was driv- needed. Flynn admitted aftereind
an Illinois
influential citizens of the
Even Burt, and Bill Stubblefield. live gates open.
September
died
who
3,
1943.
Central
employee who
ing alone at the time of the the session that legislators who county. lie was widely knoen
MEET CANCELLED
Bob Melugin, W. C. Elkins, Barkley Dam,
Survivors
are
daughtthree
7 a. m. 353.7, accident which occurred on the feel like hirp are at'the min in Liu
was working on a nearby bridge,
Mrs,- Ted Potts, Wendell All. up 0.1.'
b Section.
.
ers, Mrs R. H. Thurman,. Mrs. saw the youth
fall in and ran to
Mr. Wisher had Many friends
bypass between M idvray and ifteh- oni
ProfessionBusiness
The
and
brItten, Paul Eilalock, Robert PeMax Beale, and Mrs. Graves hie aideunt.in tima
Below dame eetiee, dowle,
mossy. tr!
...
h did. net ask Per a we- .., c..it-irpr-Mrs, Denge wooer
-riewsetr,
-inr'-wrset
fOie‘ VOW:- h.her
Tfteit-Mer
idiletirflffiltrbill Tiara his ifeeth and
shigotmder sratti,
'
;i:11.
0" will miss his TU.-'
car on the icrioatiCcord- .
ling-sc
rn'
—heduied
ee
Leon Adams Verble Taylor, and
brother. Jesse Mathis of Deay, u Sit
,
woul Ask for-,
The victim was the son of
day, January 15, at 8:30 p. m. treefeeelleh,e,akep greadebildr_
Leo Alexander.
is.
ummemEN.11111.1111.111.11_
swat inestintf.• -"""eCe -4;-DesothrainntteeryfPi&
n PAW Stellettr`ft
_
trelerethalee 0515,1kiiir-4 nlettern great gfah d hITC h
7
ucah.

Open Today
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Similar pH
Defeated In
House in 1966

the

•

Prison Life Will
Be Talk Subject

a.m.

Cases Are Heard_
In Calloway Court
Of Judge Miller

ratICattedi

t.

Mr. And Miss Universiq
Setio-OTAre-Chosen For—Y

Beaman I§
Club-Speaker

First Rumble Of Thunder Heard
Monday In Storm Over Blue Law

Speaker Carroll
Says Will Not Be
Congress Candidate

•

'seal Court
Holds first
eetmg

Cow Killed;
Reward Is.
Offered

....reesideration

Names Are
Released
For Jury.

Tax Books Are Now
Open For Payment

agree with you," se. Ham Radio Club T
meet H
onight

Vernon'

McCuiston Rites
Held This Morning Mrs. May Andrus'
Rites Are Today

WEATIERIEPIri

Mrs. Paschall Is
Injured Tuesday

Funeral Services
For Will Washer
Are Held Today

Paducah Youth'
Drowns In River
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MURRAY, HENTUCILY

ENS1NGTHENEW$

WSM-TV

WEDNETJAY

By Thurman Sensing

WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 14, 1,970

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

flannel •

WLAC--TV
Mann& g

Southern States Industrial Council

Xi
Petro.; Soh. News
Wine . Spots News Wily, Sots
30 Heihn0.1 Corner
wee Haw
The Flying Non
30 Wonderful World
miummes
Eddigs F,
If
30 of Girls
th
Sever,,
Room 72?
AO Rowan & Martin
Medical Center
Movie
30
Special
Medical
Then Came Bronson Mosso, Flye-Q
IF
:30 Then Came BrainOn Hawaii Fiyo0
1 fo :OD News. Wthr
SOS News: Wthri Soots' News: eithr_; &sof
:3111 The
Show The Mery Griffin ShowMovie:
Torsion? Show The Mery Griffin Show "Please. Turn
1 1.
Tonight Snow The Mery Griffin Sheer Over"
Movie
The DiCg Cavell SP

Center

:00

-."Woman °Pleased

Tanis.,
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FIGHTING INFLATION

12 Ai
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NIXON ADMINISTRATION
late withdrawal from Vietnam A Preliminary Appraisal
an action that would betray the
THURSDAY MORNING PRGGRAMS
anti-communist struggle in Asia.
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining
Now that President Richard
counties, per year, $5.50;
Vice President Spiro T. Rgnew
Zones 1 et 2.413.00; Elsewhere $16.00.
All service subscriptiona48.00. M. Nixon has just about rounded
has done even better than the
Country Journal
.
0 Worshie
5 1
5ut his first year in office it
"The Outitanding Civic Asset oe a
CBS Morning News
Community ie the
President in "telling it like it
Joke Hints Gomel ShOwMoHele's Navy
6
is possible to make a tentative
Integrity of Ma Newspaper"
Mcfrirg Watch
:00 Today: hawser
el
Bozo Show
appraisal of his character as Is," calling the public's attenWorries hatch
I
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Brno Show
tion to the way in which liberal
Chief Executive.
e
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Show
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ke Douglas Show Lucy Sta.
their
brand
,
on administration is very differAmy of Mayberry
31, .30 Cooiceniralicn
He Said-She Reid
ri :00 Sale of the CentLryArcv Cf Mat/berry Barbara Moore ;Mo.
ent from the style of the two of politics.
1
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Barbera Moore antra
Atty.
Gen.
John
Mitchell
also
preceding administrations headWEATHER A BIG FACTOR
:03 Jew/Arch
What*
Heart Is
Bewitched „
1 g :30
Who, 'Whet Cr
torah tor TomorrowThat Girl
ed by Presidents Kennedy and has done a good job in pressing
•
Johnson. Whereas his immediate for a tougher attitude towaids
THURSDAyo AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
lawbreakers of all types. He
rr HE weather of recene days has played havoc with the Murray predecessors conducted high- has shown that he wants to deal
pressure presidential operatioNrws, Einsinu Cony. All My ChildrenNoon Show
.3tr
and Calloway County School Systems with the city schools losing
1 e. :30 The Noon Show
As the World Turns Let's Make a Deal
ns, Mr. Nixon has preferred to firmly with the subversive New
learissared
of
:1110
Our
Mery
Days
The. Ntwtywed Game
Lives
Left
and
the
revolutionary Black
one day thus far and the county system having been closeclN
aince run the Executive Board in a
The Dating Game
0
:a The Doctors
Guiding Light
Panthers.
more quiet and restrained manlast Tuesday, January 6.
But the Nixon administration
•'''
One redson this closing of the schools creates havoc is that ner. Absent from the White Ho- still has its work cut out for ituse has been the train of retain•
Both systems are members of associations with high standards, ers and family
00 Lost in Solace
self in the next three years, 11
"Abbott andThe flevirly H110,14
Movie:
members that
'V
:30 14111 Avenue Scsth Costello Meet Tfte
Love Lucy
one of which is the demand that the schools be open a certain gave the White House in much must disentangle itself from the
E
:00 161h. Avenge SOUlh iggSlOne KOPPNews ABC
7
:30 inintlev-Brintley
CBS Ever..ne News
Dick van nvii.
Liberal
bloc
inside
the
Republiof the 1960s the air of a- court
number of days a year.
can Party and do more to build
The county system, for instance is granted what are called or dynastic gathering.
Mr, Nixon doesn't have much strong stipport among conservegive Americans, not forgetting
"calamity days" or days for Which they do not have to make up. of'a flair for the dramatic,
de
News; Wthr..; Lots New,. Wthr.i Sports News 04Ifir.; Sports
and
WI :30 Daniel Boort
f amity Affair
Jaawas Cousteau:
, the millions who stivorted the
but the association only grants two of these days. Calloway this is to the goodxa
:Kt Daniel Boone
The Jim Names how
Night Of the Squid
The Amer
'
. Wallace candidacy in 1968.
/
:30 Bob Hem
Ire Jim Ittatiors Hour Bewitched
County schools thus far have missed six days of school, not can people have had too much
Sin Special
This Is Torn Jaws
Conservatives
will
be
closely
30 °reline ISM
of "the Beautiful People" and
'
'4kt:roe'frcm
This Is Tom Jones
counting today.. .
--abserving the administratioa
the Wffeeler-ffealer§
the wntthe new year. They will be callThis means that the school term must be extended on into te House. It seems
that they are
UPS Ml mono. *Mt
New, *Mr
_ • .
V :30 The Tanen Shrwra_11 Mary Griffin ShowMunson Outdoors.
. June for the number of days that have been missed.
quite content to have a pr esiden- ing on the President to Dominate
a
sound
law
a.nd
order
judge
ie
I1
Tt.trZeZ" SZL"
This will cause no great hardship, of course, however we still tilt/ mansion where solid middle
egt1,7 ssPoo: ^Ant:, C.,, or „,.
till the seat that is vacant on
u
The
cuss tastes are_well exeMPUlle.thes
opreme court-_have the remainder of January and all ef- February and
,ed. Tiiii shift in tone
is a healThe DiCo :avert Show
to eq. This six days missed could conceivably be extended to thy
The D.C. Calvet Show
thing for the nation. Amertwelve or fifteen, depending on the severity of the weather and ica, after all, isn't a monarchy,
the amount of snow and ice we receive for the rest of the winter. and the White House should not
Another prime factor, as far as school administrators are take on the manners or appearance of a royal mansion.
concerned, is the average daily attendance. Schools could be
America's diplomacy also has
opened most anytime and most probably a good number of stu- been quieted a good bit since
dents would be on hand for classes, however the school would Mr. Nixon took office. While the
receive money from the state for Only those students who are State Department still needs a
thorough house-cleaning, there
present. Therefore from a financial aspect, it is better to close is less
of an ideological crusade
down the school- completely until such time that the majority of In U. S. policy making. The ideoNEW YORK (UP!)-. The
logues in the Department who
students could be an hand.
worst of the bear market seems
'want
to
crusade
against
friendly,
Weather has been a major factor in the activities of man
to- be over, says Alexander
Western orientated governments
since time began, and even m this modern age, there are few in -Africa, for instance-who
Hamilton Institute. However,
sathe firm expects to see the
exceptions.
ved a field day especially in the
market continue to see-saw bar
Kennedy administration - have
the next few months until it has
been hushed, if not eliminated.
readied itself for a sustained
Happily, there are no "Soapy"
advance, The present market
Williams in high places, though
offers many""bargain-counter"
they may strive at the lower
opportunities.
LIMO= A TENks FILE
echelons.
--Another cheering.•change is
The abnormally large amount
that the tudon bosses no longer
of institutional volume in 1969
Deaths reported are Mrs. w. R. Ryan, age 76, and Mrs. Lucy have a veto power over the fed-.}
has left the market unbalanced,
oral
government.
Burks, age 94.
observes the JaneVray Service.
The
chieftains
union
still
have
Thieves broke into Faxon School and escaped with approximately
Small
investors were driven
plenty of political muscle on
$12.00.
out, and have subsequently
Capital
Hill,
but free enterprise
Bobby Coles, a howler °Utile Ledger & Times team in the Murray
moved into the bond market,
Merchants League, sn2red the difficult "big four" split conversion also has a chance to be heard,
where yields are richer. Small
In
councils
the
government.
of
,
In league action last night with the Kentucky Colonels.
Investors will probably not
In high school basketball Kirksey beat New Concord 78 to 69, During the Kennedy years, busreturn to stocks until tight
inessmen
were
treated
to
some
Cottage Grove beat Hazel 75 to 49, and BentOn beat Murray High
money eases and stocks beugly
pretty
language by the Chief
76 to 32.
come more competitive with
Executive. That's unlikely to harbonds. Janevray feels this is
ppen under the Nixon adminishighly unlikely in the near
tration.
future and feels the market's
The South's Situation also has
January levels will probably be
Unproved in some respects. Senits highest for the year.
ator Strom Thurmond of South
--Carolina, a longtime Southern The new church and new parsonage in the new town of jasterville
Neither the fundamental
conservative leader, recently
economic background nor the
said that there is a "new tone
their chief. Donald Easter.
The mailmen will deliver U. S. government checks to some
market's technical condition
STEVE LISSY
New houses were built, costof evenhandedness in the federal Written By
Esp. coolly for C. it III
half a million veterans January 16. It's the beginning of the grand government's
are
likely to support a major,
up
to
ing
ik,000 each, and given
treatment of the -.Pr.-.v,' and TI.VI N.irs pit per
payoff in the GI life insurance.
to the Indian families. Work sustained advance at this time
various
regions
the
country."
of
THREE
JUST
YEARS
ago.
W. R. Perry and Ralph Ray of Murray will attend a two day
Certainly, ,the administration's life looked grim for the 400 crews clisilred the forest_itnd says Standard & Poor's. A
farm service conference at Paducah January 17-18.
successful' fight against renewal resident's of Chemahawin, -in million feet .of lumber :hid BIRO strong bottom formation will be
Mrs. Herbert Halpert was program leader at the meeting o
tons of other building materials necessary "before a new bull
of the anti-South 1969 Voting Canada's Manitob.
put to work. hauled by 'barge leg can start," the firm
the Murray Branch of the American Association of University' Rights Act,
says.
which discriminated
and sledize.
Women held January 10 at Wilson Hall. ,
Meanwhile, investors with sub...
Living,
as
they
-had
ía
gen„ against six Southern States, ret
Showing at the Varsity Theatre Is.`"The Fighting wenttickian fleeted a new attihwip
stantial reserves from tax-loss
thepart erations. along the shores of
so
'Easterville was built
Cedar Lake, progress seemed
with John Wayne.
selling should reinvest a part in
of the administration.
complete with homes, schools,
to be pughing 'them aside
ToNe sure, the Nixon admin- village was to be belowTheir stores and An Anglican church reasonably priced stocks with
the
favorable prospects for 1970,
istration still has a long way to water levet of a 'new $150 mil- and parsonage.
the firms adds.
go. Its failure to live up to Mr. lion hydro-electric project of
With
new
wells .supplying
--Nixon's campaign promise to su- Manitoba Hydro and they were hem with Are water and new
Trend & Value doubts that
pport "freedom'of choice" sch- to be homeless.
(laity
them for their
Manitoba Hydro: though, hIsl fishing s4sisits, the residents-Zf the major stock market averaool plans Is a seilous deficienwill challenge 1968 highs
1:11-sc
—
n-TVINTrirth Amer6T- moving
cy; which Masi beTtmedred.The fleC -Intention the
before the end of 1970. It is
This is the message dist ye heeril from the beginning, that we Department of Health, Education Chemahawin sand Meth; families ica :ire happy, indeed.
And they''have for _the Hist difficult to .envisage an advance
should love one another. —4 John &It.
and Welfare, under Secretary fRom their homes without set.Love is stern and kind and forgiving. Lope is loving and toting Robert H. Einch, stir regards Ing to it that eyen better houses time an all-weafliernatjte'to the even beyond the'November 1969
and a much finer village wet,' duLtside world. A 40-mile all.,
rally tops (Dow 863-873) during
and loving'
the South as a target.
'rather
given tht;rn in exchange
links with Rot4te
--Yreskient Nieen nas cone a tal of 11 locations were A to: Number_t_ptiosio.sting the 80- the next several months, the
offered
fine job in citing the "silent the 65 families. One was hosen. mile canoe trip up the Man- firm says. Overall stock price
majority" and in rallying su- and named "Eitil.terville to honor katchewan River to The Pas. is movement most likely will
"trace out several intermepport for opposition *to /111ME1(1.
diatcotrend fluctuations this
winter and spring within an
almost flat trading range
betw:ten, roughly, Dow 800 at
"the firm adds.
870,
THE

By United Press International

Roosevelt and British Prim*
Minister Winston Churchill
a 10-day meeting
gan
Morocco

Today is Wednesday Jan. 14,
the 14th day of 1970 with 351
ixfolw.
The moon is in its first
quarter,
The
morning stars art
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter,
The evening stars are Mars
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1914 Henry Ford began
making automobiles by the
embly line method,
In 1943 President Franklin D.

In 1959 the firing squads o
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
had executed 220 persons in two
_
weeks. ._
In 1964 more than 140 persons
died in a driving snowstorm
before it finally ended in the
United States.
--A thought for the day:
Ambrose Bierce said, "Woman
could be more charming if One
could fall into her arms without
falling into her hands."
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CANTON, Ohio (UPI
Pro Football Hall of
Wednesday announced i
time AIIIRTiCan Football

offensive team, climax/

AFL's 10 years of comp
The team was selected
AFL members of the
board of selectors
primary function is to p
players to be enshrined
Hall of Fame,
The all-time AFL of
team, with teams play
and number of years
league, Is:
Wide receivers: Lan
worth; San Diego (8), a
Maynard, New York (1(
• Tight end
Fred At
Dallas and Kansas City(
Tackles: Ron
Mix,
Angeles and San Dieg
end Jim Tyrer, Della
Kansas City (9).
Guards: Billy Shaw,
?), and Ed Budde, Kan.s2

FAR UP! FAR OUT!
FAR MORE! 4James Bond

Is back!

7).

Center: Jim Otto; C
(10).
. Running Backs: Paul
foos Angeles, San Dief
iiansas City (9), and
Daniels; Dallas and C
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. witli
The 34-year-old
earKansa
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up
backadfrcclionw
i n Purdue
and
career capslast
by guiding the Chiefs
Super Bowl championshi
a
23-7
conquest oi
Minnesota Vikings.
Dawson received the
Magazin
thegamee'SsWo
erutstan
B°wcliing
Aw
Tuesday. He received a
and a 1970 automobile
luncheon, where the prese
tation
was
multi
'
. b
Silverman, editor of
Magazine.
"They were probably ju
in what they were doing,
the articulate Dawson
release by the two NFL
"Pittsburgh had Bobby
when I reported to the
Quarterbacks somehow
very healthy then. And II
I wasn't aggressive enouj
'When I went to Clei
Paul Brown wanted to u
at quarterback but he ha
Graham and the Brown
had a fellow named
Brown. I've never seen a
as dandle as Brown. I

ert'

make income tax figuring (almost) fun

allymastet
ADDING MACHINES

by :VICTOR
fully electric adding machine

(UPI)-

item in pro football's in
priced stockpile of player
he holds no grudge age!
two National Football
teams who discarded hin
junkpile.
"I don't think they h
apologize to me for wh
did," said pro football's
superstar, referring I
former employers- the
land -Browns and Pit'
tt
Stealers.
After his rejection 1
NFL, Dawson signed as
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o 7 space Internal working parts made
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parts ere guaranteed
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one year. including
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All Time AFL Team Named Davidson 76ers Drub
Pro Football Hall of Fame oils East r - Hawks Mon.
Carolina

CANTON, Ohio (UPO- Th
By Stuart Cameo
Joe Namatlic
Pro Football Hall of Fam Quarterback
UPI Sports Writer
(5).
Wednesday announced its all- ev York
time American Football League Placekicker: George
By United Press International
The Atlanta Hawks are lucky
offensive team, climaxing the Houston and Oakland (10)
they have a game tonight,
Wilson;
Jerrel
Punter:
AFL's 10 years of competition.
East Carolina's hopes for
otherwise, coach Richie Guerin
City (7).
The team was selected by the
upset of ninth ranked Davis, would
probably have them
Team
Second
AFL members of the hall's
Tuesday night got fouled
all day.
practicing
Charley
Receivers:
board of selectors whose Wide
along the way.
Guerin saw his team go nine
Houston
Art
ennigan;
and
primary function is to pick the
East Carolina did outscur minutes and 48 seconds without
Oakland and
players to be enshrined in the p. owell, New York,
the Wildcats in field goals, 31 scoring a field goal Tuesday
uffalo (8).
Hall of Fame.
sa night as the Hawks were
Kocourek; 30, but the Pirates
The all-time AFL offensive Tight end: Dave
cash in on 31 of 4 drubbed by the Philadelphia
Davidson
Miami
Diego,
team, with teams played for Los Angeles, San
free throw attempts and
76ers, 136-105.
Wad number of years 111 the and Oakland (9).
off with a 91-76 victory.
Philadelphia locked up its
New
Hill,
Winston
NoTackles
league, is:
Things got so bad for Eas • victory early by outscoring
Barber,
Stew
and
Wide receivers: Lance Al. Yeti (7),
Carolina that its entire star
Atlanta 24-1 at the start of the
the secon second quarter and assuming a
in
forth; San Diego (8), and Don Buffalo (9).
out
fouled
team
Guards: Bob Talamini, HOW- half and the Pirates' chances
Maynard, New York (10).
58-23 lead. Walt Hazzard hit a
(9), and
Tight end: Fred Arbanas; ton and New York
for an taaset were soundly jumper for the Hawks with 2:05
Diego
San
Sweeney,
Walt
Dallas and Kansas City (8).
scuttled.
remaining in the first period
Center: Jon Morris, Boston
Mix, Los
Tackles: Ron
Doug Cook led Davidson with and the next Atlanta field goal
Angeles and San Diego (10), :6).
26 points and sophomore Br
did not come until Joe Caldwell
Running tacks: Cookie Gil- Adrian
added 20 to th connected after seven minutes
end Jim Tyre; Dallas and
and
Denver,
BufWo,
christ;
attack. East Caroli- and 43 seconds of the second
Kansas City (9).
Aboer Haynes; Wildcats'
Guards: Billy Shaw Buffalo Miami (6), and
na's Tom Miller took gain quarter had elapsed.
Denver
City,
Kansas
scoring honors with 29, before, Archie Clark's 29 points
, and Ed Budde, Kansas City Dallas,
and Miami-New York (8).
course, fouling out,
of
76ers while the
. Len Dawson, Illinois took over sole posses- paced the
Quarterback.
of
Ofo-ridiri AT& ieceivii a Cold landing and
Rnith fin"nifir
Center: Jim Otto; Oakland
SOMETHING-WENTAYRONtHawks, suffering their fourth
(8).
City
Kansas
...„
and
Dallas
laughs from the crowd.
sled race in
the Big straight defeat, were led by
in
woodchoOsers'
place
first
the
in
of
competitors
sion
for
these
Placekicker: Jim Turner, Ten race and Kansas State did
injuries,
no
in
resulted
accident
Running Backs: Paul Lone,
Gaissach, Germany, The
Butch Beard's 27 points.
(6).
likewise in the Big Eight with T h e
tos Angeles, San Diego and New York
Atlanta - Philadelphia
Scapritto;
Bob
Punter:
Impressive victories.
Ilansas City (9), and Clem
game followed Boston's 111-102,
and Boston (8)
Greg Jackson and Mike Pric triumph over Seattle in the
Daniels; Dallas and Oakland Diego, Deaver
combined for 47 points for opener of the National BasketLEDGER
Illinois as the Mini upped their eau Association doubleheader
conference record to 4-0 with a -at phjurs spectrum. in othert
101-80 triumph over Northwes- NBA games, mihraukee downed
la •
tern while •&loses StAtiLaisittlioneirmata. In-* -De*
sophomore David HalPs 14,topped San Francisco, 115-102,
points and 17 rebounds to trip and Baltimore whipped San
TIMES
Nebraska, 71-64.
Diego, 144-126;
The ceitics• win snapped 1.,„
Ohio State, with all five of its
starters in double figures, four game losing streak at the.
By'
United Press International
overcame a 34 point perforinjury."
an
ease of Seattle which was-,
By STEVE SMILANICH
award the mance by Michigan's Rudy forced to play nearly the entire
the
accepting
In
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stephen
Kansas City quarterback Tomeiaovich and beat the mine without player-coach Lea
F. Austin College of Nacogwish Wolverines, 103-95. Dave Soren- Wilkens who was suffering
I
teammates.
his
praised
NEW YORK (UP!)- Len
doches, Tex., is this season's
award could be shared. son paced the Buckeyes with 29 from the flu. Larry Siegfried
Dawson, a bargain basemen this
third small college basketball
team made a points and Jim Cleamons 1111 led Boston with 22 points while
our
on
Everyone
By United Press International leader.
Item in pro football's inflatio
was high for
It was a tremen- for 28.
Lucius
Allen
contribution.
priced stockpile of players, says
S. F. Austin edged Ashland
WLsconsin's Albert Henry set Seattle with 23.
effort by all."
flying , Denver and Kentucky Wesleyan, both
The high
he bolds no grudge against the dous
Lew Alcinckir,
signed for a a school record by connecting
who
Dawson,
Milwaukee's
two National Football League
Rockets continued to soar previous leaders to move into
$2,000 bonus with the on 12 of 13 field goal attempts who helped attract a record
said. "I want to fight a bout for Tuesday night.
By WILLIAM VERIGAN
teams who discarded him to the measly
-the No. 1 rankbag today in the
31
with
of
points
Cleveland
finished
in NBA crowd at
Steelers In 1957, said be had no and
Ann Bolan and her children.
UPI Sports Writer
The Rockets extended their sixth weekly balloting by the 35junkpile.
retiring and the Badgers' 90-84 triumph over 11,197, scored 28 points as 'the
of
intention
I'll
myself,
kid
I'm not going to
e member
vicToryllovergamthes
"I don't think they have to
to play as long as he Minnesota and Charles Wallace, second place Bucks moved to
be honest, but if Pin successful with
NW YORK (UP!)- Floyd
ak
e2
nning
a 138t2
apologize to me for what they planned
internaPr
Unitoedcoaches,
tionalbrard
who tallied 36 points, including within 5i/2, games of New York
able.
physically
was
Patterson was back in the gym in that fight, I'll go at. If I Pittsburgh Pipers and the
Austin, which remained tindid," said pro football's newest
seconds
11
with
Joe
basket
key
a
Division.
has
wife
Eastern
his
said
Dawson
in the
today preparing for a final don't feel good in there, I'll triumph moved the one time beaten by downing previously
superstar, referring to his
after him to quit the past left to play, helped Oklahoma McGlocklin supported Alcindor comeback to fulfill a promise hang 'em up."
cellar dwellers into a second un
former employers- the Cleve- been
en Howard -Payne tar*
unbeaten
"She's just saying City down Southern Methodist, with 26 points and Fred Foster and pay tribute to an old
The money from Patterson's place tie in the, American week,
land Browns and Pittsburgh three years.
received only 10 first
94-92.
paced Cincinnati with 21.
a little bit louder now."
It
return to the ring, tentatively Basketball Association's Wes- p ace
friend.
Steelers.
votes but compiled 303
Princeton's Jeff Petrie
Detroit presented a balanced
or
March
late
for
scheduled
ifteen
ago,
months
the
After his rejection by the
Division.
tern
John Hummer outscored the attack with jimmy walker•
two time champion early April, will be presented
NFL, Dawson signed as a free
Spencer Haywood scored 35 points to edge Ashland and
entire Penn State team with 39 Erwin Mueller, Dave Bing and l'uller
ring in Stockholm as a gift to Bolan's family. points and isanunate Larry Ka/aback" Wasktoystaa. "Is1g14. 5the
in
sood
agent with the Kansas City
whipped
Tigers
points as the
Howard Kornives scoring 23, 22, expecting to own the title again Promoters from Detroit, Las Jones chipped in with 30 to lead nished in a tie for second.
Chiefs. The 34-year-old quarterthe Nittany Lions, 77-38; Joe 21 and 20 points, respectivalI•
back from Purdue capped his
Ashland, with 11 first place
ingy Vegas, the West Coast and the Rockets' attack. Stew Kelly
imm
orhld JBox
ttething cup
bea
hamWpte
r cta
eo
ss
aft
Wiley's 33 points paced St. In the Pistons' triumph over 1.A
England have met with Patter- aced the Pipers with 26 points, votes, and Kentucky Wesleyan,
up and down career last Sunday
Louis to an 88-77 victory ov San Francisco. The victory
NEW YORK (UP!)- The
the son's representatives in hopes __In the only other ABA action, with 12, each received 290
by guiding the Chiefs to the
Texas A&M marked the first time this Ellis for 15 rounds, When
of staging the fight.
Super Bowl championship with United Press International top Memphis State;
Washington edged Dallas, 122- points.
points season Detroit has been
25
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able
Mike
games
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23-7
conquest of the 20 small college basketball tea
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California
8'7-81;
win three straight
ams with first place votes in to beat Texas,
recognized as cham- New York, 126-106.
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a *longtime
cluit
d lan.
44d!"Boto
,
walloped Portland, 84-66; and sent the Warriors, led by Jeff der-1
Dawson received the Sport parentheses.(Sixth week).
pion in several states and Washington, behind the 24 through Saturday Jan. 10.
VMI edged Richmond, 71-70.
Mullins' 36 points, down to their and
Team
Points
Magazine Super Bowl Award as
close friend, continued to foreign countries, on Feb. 16 at point efforts of Rick Barry and Howard Payne dropped to UM,
fourth consecutive loss. spurt have faith and spoke of a Madison Square Garden, but Mike Barrett, overcame an followed
New
Eastern
by
the game's outstanding player 1. S. F. Austin (10)
303
Baltimore used a 24-3
Patterson isn't lookina far early 11 point deficit to beat Mexico, Southwest Missouri,
Tuesday. He received a trophy 2. (Tie) Ashland (11)
290 Combination gift
and
Floyd
agreed.
comeback,
during a five minute span of
(Tie) Ky. Wesleyan (12) 290
and a 1970 automobile at a
Al enough ahead to think about Dallas and drop the Chaps into Cheyney State, Puget Sound
know how
ST. 1.01 IS (UPI)
Noel
the fourth quarter to easily get
4. Gannon
162 Picard, horn on Chrikinas
meeting the winner.
luncheon, where the presena tie with the Rockets in the and EvansvEla.
"when
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Past San Diego, Kevin Laugh. wass" together to discuss the
Al 5. Howard Payne
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his first National
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35
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Silverman, editor of Sport 6. Eastern New Max. (1) 121 Hockey League goal on his birth- ry
Ilth with Southwest LOU15111011.
possibility of me fighting in Las with Oscar 'Bonavena," Floyd with 26 points.
27
had
7. Southwest Missouri
• d, "but I believe I'd rather New Orleans used Steve 12th and St. Mary's of Texas
Magazine.
94 day, Dec. 25, I967. Picard is a points and Earl Monroe
the Vegas. I could see how sick he
89 defensettian with,the St. Louis while Elvin Hayes topped
"They were probably justified 8. Cheyney St.
looked, though, and he talked have one tuneup first. I'd love to Jones' 25 points to top the Nets 13th. Newcomers North CaronRockets with 37.
71 Blues.
in what they were doing," said 9 Puget Sound
like it might be our last tight fight in Madison Square Garden'aud maintain its four game aa A&T and Youngstown were
48
the articulate Dawson of his 10. Evansville
together. I decided to go ahead again if! do well after ene or end in the West. Walt Simon 14th. and" 15th, followed by
release by the two NFL teams. 11. American International 44
•aced New York's offense with Eastern Michigan, Oglethorpe,
and fight that one for Al so he two fights."
Less than two weeks ago, 21 nointi as the loss dropped the Central Washington, Northern
35 SOUTHERN SIDELINES
"Pittsburgh had Bobby Layne 12. Southwest Louisiana
could make sothe money, but
34
Patterson celebrated his 35th Nets 16/
when I reported to them and 13. St. Mary's (Tex.)
2 games behind front Arizona and Assumption.
1
e didn't live long enough."
33
Quarterbacks somehow stayed 14. N.C. UT
Bolan died last year at th birthday, still young by some running Indiana in the Eastern
27
very healthy then. And I realize 15. Youngstown (1)
e of 39, but Patterson measures but old by boxing's DivLsion.
Football to filen
16. Eastern Mich.
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17.
year,
Oglethorpe
to
17
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went
Cleveland,
I
shape
"When
his week, he visited Bolan's
picture producer Aaron Rosen16
Paul Brown wanted to use me 18. Central Wash.
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19. Northern Arizona
13
posed fight bogged down. He
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Is plans.
ORK (UFO-Clinton guard at the University Of South-N1- 1Vr
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Graham and the Browns also 0. Assumption
"Right now; I'm only eon- started working out again this
Frank and John Pingel, both
california. Dile of his teamhad a fellow named Jimmy Others receiving five or more
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Casey for the season would • ,,,tcerned about one fight." Floyd year.
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Orchid Plants Thrive
In the Home or Office
BY RICHARD HARNETI'

--is the process that produces varieties unmatched
in beauty by the jungle itself. A single plant may be
worth $1000.
If. from hundreds of liybridizing experiments, one
prize new orchid results, it
may take another seven
years to produce another
from the seed. However,
through the meristem process of using a slice of plant
tissue, McLellan in some
cases can reproduce the
plant many times without
waiting for seed.

Mrs.J. B.Burkeen . .

Sewing Satin
Can Be Easy

Bold Okra, Designs
Upstage Tired Flower
Ry PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK, Jan. 12. (UPI) - Mae flower power
had It?
"In towels, sheets and other
furnishings for bedroom and
bath, the answer is-probably.
A maker of such things,
shOfring off the newest for
the 70s, put it this way:
"The flower is tired,"
Sheet and towel decorations bypass the traditional
flower designs, popular in
the late 60s, for more stylized and surrealistic ones plus bold geometries.
COLOR ALSO has undergone a metamorphosis: Pastels of the past are out.
Instead we are going to see
more of the brightest color
ccmbinations in years.
Consider for towels and
sheets:.,Shocking pink with
orange, black asid tan, electric blue and green combinations.
At a show during the fashion week of the ,New York
Couture Business Council,
the West Point Pepperell
people said
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Miss Carol Leigh Hughes Becomes Bri
Michael F. Gipson In Ceremony
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Safe Reflection

booth opened.
By PATRICIA McCOR MACK
"They keep coming back for
NEW YORK (UPI) - Gals,
seconds and thirds," she said.
yeti stick the newest spring "Many
are signing up for a
fashion accessory in your supply
of free cigars to be sent
mouth, light up the other aid
to their homes or offices."
and puff away,- It is a cigar.
Ted Cott, executive director
Cigar-puffing females will of the
institute, said:
have status in the Easter
"We figured now was •the
Parade - if a trend developing time
to encourage the fashion
at the New York Couture reporters to take
up cigars if
Business Council's fashion press they
wished. One hundred
week blossoms.
thousand
American
women
regularly smoke cigars -and
For the first time the Cigar the figure doubled in the last
Institute of America has a five years.
No Bans On Cigars
booth at the fashion event,
"No restaurant that I know of
attemied
by reporters and
bans women smoking cigars."
editors from across the land.
Thursday night, in fact, some
And, baby, it's what's happening -or where it's at. At of the editors will be puffing on
least, it's the "now" thing for cigars after dinner in the
the really beautiful people. See? Persian Room at the staid old
PlaZa Hotel.
PaSSS6 Out Rlindreds
The_ cigars are dainty and
Judy Lynn Prince, who mans
the cigar-pushing booth in the thin. Some have mouthpieces.
couture press room at the So far, no one's observed any
Waldorf - Astoria Hotel, has fashion writer turning green
passed out several hundred to from the experience.
For the female palates there
first-time users.
honey,
To get editors off on the right are flavors -rum, '
puff, she operated three light- menthol. For the feminine
ers at one time the day the proboscis, a range of aromatics.

.11Ir •.1•111.

753-4947
"'•-•

A

,AN FRANCISCO (UPI): Next to•crowded suburban
highway. amid housing tracts, schools and busy whopping
centers, lies an island of rare and exotic beauty. '
Orchids More exquisite
)ther.
than any in the Amazon
A fee varieties of orjungle are there in dazzling
chids are now developed
Seeing with satin, one of
beauty, The place is Rod
from no seed at all. They
McLellan's "Acres of it,k
the dress-up fabrics for winare grown from a tiny
chids" nursery.
"meristem" or sliver of tister, can be done successfully
sue cut from the tip ef a
if a few points are followed,
CONFUCIUS said orchids
growing plant.
were "the king's frasays Miss Helen Rader,
From the seed or merisgrance." In ancient Japan
University of Tennessee Extern there is a slow, patient
Samurai warriors carried
ter,sioe clothing specialist.
nurture of five to seven
the blossoms into battle. For
years before the plant procenturies these flowers
"Lay the pattern with all
duces its first glorious
have- been a pleasure of
the tops of pieces going in
bloom.
When the grades count
roSalty and the wealthy.
the same direction," says
CHICAGO (CPI) - High
"We have brought this
THE PROCESS begins in
Miss Rader. "Although satin
college
setivol
counts
than
mote
pleasure into the realm of
a sterilized bottle of nuis
not a pile fabric like velvethe common man," says
in the academie achievements of
trient liquid. After weeks
teen, the light sometimes is
college seniors, according to a
of development in the botMcLellan, who sells thoureflected differently when it
tle, the tiny shoots are
report published by the Ameri-ands of orchids, shipping
transferred into trays of
is seen from different direccan Council on .riiintation.
them throughout the world.
ground bark similar to the
Students tend-to ceetinue in
tions."
You buy a blooming plant
Nagle bed where nature
college the records they began
for less than $10.
first placed orchids.
Use sharp, fine pies and
in high school, whether good
"It is not generally
As it grows, the plant is
had and regardless of the stand- _place them only in the seam
known that with modern
periodically transplanted to
heating systems an orchid
ing of the college they attend. allowance to prevent pinhole
larger and larger pots.
plant does better in a home
pricks in the body of the gar* * *
Modern
technology speeds
or an office than in a
and cut the garment
ment
up the growth process with
To beat the band
hot-house," McLellan said
with sharp shears.
special lighting, temperaNEW YORK (LIP!) - The
In an interview.
ture and atmosphereNcon"Orchids adapt themMark darts and seamlines
first school bandstarted making
trols. But the McLellan
selves to the conditions of
musk
tailor's tacks made with
with
12
years
before
Princeton
*nursery still must schedule
humans better than most
and Rutgers squared off in 1869 silk thread, with tailor's chalk,
its operations on a 10-year
people think. They thrive
for e first rimitive attem t
cycle timing the generatracing- ._cg.thut....aosI__.&_
at *tidied
at ri
an oot .
tions of pi/lints to be ready
smooth-edge tracing %heel.
CARING FOR a Mature , for a holiday season years
The
Rican Music Confer- Use of a serrated'-edge tracing
orchid plant may be easy.
in the future.
ence says the first band was a
wheel might damage. the
point
that
But raising it to
comb • and - string ensemble of
CROSSING one orchid
fabric.
Is another matter.
-i...1..tew.atr--homemadeeirga
-1601Mr=ifYlitidiabig
It can be said that man
.Baste the darts , a n d •
ized in 1857 by the lIckskm Farm
creates orchids. The very
seamlines and check for corTrades
School.
and
Ay
later
the
made"
in
"man
seed is
rect fit before stitching. contimusicians playing brass
sense that the pollen from
-A/W& Miss-Rader. Use a bee130810/1
ments
jdifred
barn
a
taken
on
one plant is
needle and silk thread for both
Today there ate 48,000 bands
stick and transferred to anting and stitching. Pinking
America.
in
and stitching or zig-zagging
* *
are OW.best ways of finishing
Stephen Shea is the name Cordless enrslurby
the sean-U.
cilium by Mr. and Mrs. Laddie
NEW YORK (UPI) - A ecii
PresrNsatinjygm the wrong
LIVERPOOL (UP11-Liver- McAllister of Route One, May- duroy without a -cord?
Jane side using.a. warm dry iron
pool girls are being urged by field, for their baby boy, weighSpeece, University of Nebraska'
and a dry press cloth. To
the city's road safety officer, ing seven pounds 131
/
2 ounches,
Lionel Piper, to do away with born on Saturday, January 10, Extension textiles, clothing and prevent the imprint of the
seams and darts
-maxi-clothes" and to stick at 5:04 p. m. at the Murray-Cal- design specialist, says the cord- through to the from showing
right side of
less corduroy-the no-rib typewith mini skirts-all in the loway County Hospital.
the garmbnt use brown paper
sheared,
a
has
napped"
sufface
interests of road safety.
The father is employed at the
strips under scams and darts
"Any girl covered from bead International Equipmeet Com- chid combMeta the good looks of when pressing. The use of
velveteen
with the sturdy peac- steam directly on the fabric
to foot in a dark outfit is just pany in Soda,.
.
asking for trouble" Piper said.
may result in water spotting:
Grandparents are Mr. and ticahty of velour.
"On the other hand, a mini- Mrs. J. W. McAllister at May*irted eft with plenty of field Route Three and Mr. and
flesh and,olgte things showing Iiina Edwin Champioo of Mae-111 bound to•We seen."
field

Cigar-puffing Females In Easter Parade
Trend Developing By New York Council

Phone 753-191
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mixtures for bedroom and
bath furnishings reflect the
new and more ecclectic influences of the Paris, London
and New York couture collections.
IN STYLING the collection,
Chris Cris,pens said he felt he
was strongly influenced by
•the Age of Aquarius, and its
staccato beat of fast-paced
living.
He said the new design*
and colors, while youthful in
approach, are definitely Sophisticated.

And while advocating rather more off beat -- cOmbinations, all items in the, new
co 11 ecti
are versatile
enough to fit into existing
In other words, you
can mix the hold geometries
and shocking pink and black
colors in with your pastel
and cosie-print flowers.
'The air is to enliven one's
bathroom and bedroom with- out necessarily redoing the
whole thing.
Color mistakes happen all
the time, of course. It's
usually because you bought
something that's the wrong
olor key, the firm's color
experts reported at the
show.
Something called a c olo
key guide was described.
The world, you see, is divided into two color key
groups and everyone is
group or family.. You blossom in the right-telorlitY
and fade out witIrthe wrong
one.
AND HOW de you .know
where you fit?
Well, the color ley is determined by your coloring
and each individual's coloring fa composed of three primary colors; Red, yellow,
blue.
The way it works:
The color key one person
has more blue in coloring,
giving a rose-pink skin corn
plexion.
The color key two person
has more yellow, with a
peach-pink skin celoring.
See?

VEMI
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Mom doesn't want
daughter chasing boy
By Abigail Van Buren

min Carol Leigh Hughes an Whim sleeves and high coil
l•-•,,,Michael F. Gipson were unitedi edged with Alencon lace. T
In marriage during a cnndle collar was accentuated with
light -ceremony performed byl cameo broach narrowed ffro
the bride's grandmother. H
Rev. Bill Phipps at First P
byterian Churoh, Paducah, on floor-length mantilla veil w
Monday, Dec. 28 at six o'clock of Alencon lace, scalloped at th
in the evening.
edges. She carried her siste
The bride is the daughter of white Bible covered in lace an
Mrs. Marie Hughes of Paducah decorated with a cos-sage of pi I
and 'William L. Hughes of Freeport, Bahamas The groom is and white carniations and w
the eon of Mr. and Mrs. Herman strekmers.
Mrs. Richard Jones, cousin ...
Gipson of Paducah.
the bride, served as matron r
The bride's grandparents are honor. She wore a gown of • .
Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Lug of Pa- Pink velveteen with a high
ducah and Mr. and Mrs. JThe
John
n lar and cuffs of off-white mo'
and lace. Her headpiece was
W. Hughes of Murray.
groones grandparents are Mr. band tel dark and light pink ...•
nations with green velvet bow
and Mrs. Willie Tucker.
Before the ceremony a pro- She carried a small white Bib
gram at nuptial music was play- with one pink carnation
r
ed by him. Bob Powers. The satin streamers.
vocalist was Mrs. Larry >forThe bridesmaids were M'
IP11Jill Hughes, sister of the brid
The donabeing cedemoey was Mies Nancy Jackson, and ..
performed before - the altar Karen O'Connell of Detroit,.
dresses
which was decorated with oan- mkh• They
delabra aid white poinsettias. headpieces identical
wore tothe ma
The bride, escorted by heratron of honor in a lighter sh.. I.
rather, wore a floor-length satin of pink. The flower girl, Miss
gown featuring long tapered Vic. Jennifer Hughes, wore a gow
of white velveteen.' Her hea.
piece was identical to that
the
id's.

I

DEAR ABBY: I could always figure out my own
problems, but since we seem to be living in a different world
from our children, I have come to the point where I can use
some help.
My daughter is 22. She has a boyfriend who is going to
college in another town. It's his last year, and he lives close
enough so he could drive home on week-ends if he wanted to.
Steve Roussel served the ,.
He used to, but lately he hasn't, so my daughter thinks it is
groom; as beet man. Ushers were;
all right for her to drive down to visit him every week-end.
Bart 4ieed, Johnny House anert,
Maybe I'm old-fashioned, but I don't think this is right.
Bobby Gene Powers.
The mother of the bride worei
She talks about getting married next year, and they aren't
wiodnesoty. 44nitary 14
a., 6t.p..440404.
•dreee--ef
engaged don't lare- In see her running'after taffi."1,-.-"
The
south Murray Hous
'
eusah.
crepe styled with a fringed bel
think she is cheapening herself. I love my daughter, and
• ese Club will meet at 10:30 a. in.
with beige and jade accessoril
trust her, but this difference of opinion is driving us apart.
at the home of Mrs. Claude MilWhat de you think? '
Martins Chapel Road.
LOVING MOM
The groom's mother wore a!,,,
•• •
grey wool trimmed with grey
DEAR MOM: 'Mere are two schools
thought.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of fur and black
accessories.
"Absence makes the heart grow fonder." (Yours.) And, "Out
the First United Methodist The bride's
stepmother was.'
of sight, out of mind,:' (Hers.] Knowing nothing about ahe
Church WSCS will meet with attired in light
blue with roy
✓elathieship between- your daughter and the young
Mrs. Jolut Fortin, 1314 Glen- blue accessories.
,7*
dale, at 7:30 p.m.
hesitate to recommend one school over the other, but I'd be
Immediately following th •;!,
• ••
inclined to tell her to idle down her engine, and let HIM barn
ceremony a reception was hel "••
The Wesleyan Circle of the in the church hall
up the highways for a change.
with Mi
First United Methodist Church-. Sandra Hancock,
Sharon Bar..1
WSCS will meet with Mrs. roll and Jeanie
Deweese serv.4
DEAR ABBY: I have a mother who listens in on the
Nate Beel, 303 South fith Street, big. Assisting were
Mesdameet
other telephone when my sister is talking to her boyfriend. I
at 7:30 p.m.
James Toy and William Kester::.!
•••
don't go by the downstairs phone to catch her at it, but I
Miss Sandra Hughes presided
have walked by where the phone is, and there sits Mom
The Hannah Circle of the the guest register.
)11
First United Methodist Church
listening in for all she is worth. Out of town guests attending I
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Fred
I don't think this is a very nice thing for my mother to
Morton, 1612 Sunset Boulevard. were Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Pen- •
do, but then you don't go telling your mother what to do
nes( of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. -'.
at 7:90 p.m.
especially when you are a 12-year-old boy and she is a
James Bazzell, Miss Sharon Bar.•• •--- ••
42-year-old lady. So hurry your advice. I was thinking maybe
The Town and Country Home- zell, Miss Karen O'Connell of '•••
shoidd tell my sister.
A BOY IN NEWARK
makers Club will meet at the' Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. W. 1
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, L Hughes of Freeport, BahamDEAR BOY: That would be a very brotherly thing to do.
as, Mrs. John Hut*.
\(*Mina] Drive, *L.7:20 p.m.
•• •
James E. Hughes, Glean H
Murra ,
DEAR ABBY: When my sister, Leona, was married, my
The Home Department of the es, Sandra Hughes,'
parents gave her and her husband, Ross, many lovely pieces
Murray Woman's Club will meet Mrs. Larry Morgan, Joliet, IlL,t
of furniture as a wedding gift. Leona died quite suddenly, one
at the club house at two p.m. Miss Nancy Jackson and Bill':
year after her marriage and Ross put the furniture in
Hostesses will be Mesdames 0. Pritchard, Mayfield.
Following a honeymoon in the..
C. Wells, Walter Wilson, Bryan
storage and moved into a smaller apartment. That was two
Bahamas, the couple will residia
Tolley,
R.
L.
Stinker, Carl Lockyears ago.
hart, and Burnett Warterfield. at 1007 Bell Ave., Paducah.
Now my brother is getting married, and my parents have
•• •
told me that they intend to ask Ross for the furniture so they
The Business and Professioncan give it to my brother and his fiancee as Oily feel it
al Women's Club will meet at
should be kept in-Vour" family. Ross it alto considering marthe Woman's Club House at
riage in the near` futiee.
6:30 p.m.
•• •
Abby, I wasn't "asked" for my opinion. dparents
simply told me of their intentions. I personally feel thai.my
Temple Hill Chapter No. 311
parents are out of line to a* Ross for the furniture. I believe
Order of the Eastern Star will
•
.1
meet at the Masonic Hal at
that, Leona would have wanted Ross to keep whatever they
es
'HOME
7:30 p.m.
shared. I also believe that my brother and his wife would
•• •
feel uncomfortable acceptingthefurniture. Should I speak
1
Thursday, January 15
my mind? Or should I keep My mouth shut?
The Elm Grove Baptist ChurSTILL WATER
ch WMS will hold its general
meeting at the church at 1:30
DEAR STILL WATER: Speak your mind. I agree with
p. m. Mrs. Walton Fulkerson
you.
The
will be the program leader.

SWEET HOME,
AGAIN 4,,,Or

DEARABBY: Thanks a lot for not agreeing with that
reader who was all for getting middle-aged men out of the
bedroom and into fishing boots.
Our streams are already crowded enough as it is without
filling,them with more frustrated fly-fingers.
Truly yours,
BOB PEEL AS ROD HUNTER

• ••

Friday, January 16
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet with Mrs. Shere Parker at
the Ralph Bogard home, South
16th Street, at seven p m.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it oft
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700. Loa- Angeies. Cal.
MOSS. For a persoaal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
• o Hate to write letters? Send Si to. Abby. Box leree, Los
Aagelea, Cal. NSW for Abby's booklet, "Hew I. Write Letters ter Al Occasions **-*
'L:

Chef Barred From Kitchen?
, It• a
future backyard
steak- and hamburger _chef
barred from your kitchen'
Mothers too often think
boys are too inessyin t he
kitchen. Or Dad ',hay consialer ‘it sissy for KM to be
at work in the kitchen. In New Jersey. however.
something has been done
about reversing this situation. To encourage fledgling chefs a • 4-H agent in
-New -Jersey added a special
boy's division in the ennual lood contest.
Donning aprons and
chef's hats the boys calmly
prepared such dishes as
corned beef hash and pan.'
cake*. Judges -found the
soy's work habits and cooking skill.:--comparable in
every way to the young

ladles.
Leaders found that with
this experience the boys
to
it
1110\
tk
liai
\
44; \‘
t
i were not only better pre; pared to help in a family
I111. I ; 41'
1 ''
emergency mei he rwt
4444PA,Riol"
ri.
""Terriftriernfrrhif dt
.
k
o
l
I
6
A
4
w
flu
'1)
!*!•• 11.s a t'ilut
"
hut thee tetrned thou
Ash.
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meat anti other foods'sod
how_ to aPply this knowledge to their own eating —
habits, This learned at an
age when too often the diet
includes an abundance of
loft drinks and, potato
chips
* *

*

Keep it low
NEW YORK..411PI) - Whet
cooking meats and other foods
in protein content, a low to
medium temperature is recom.
mewled.
The National Live Stock and
Meat _Board says high temperatures and overcooking will yield
less tender,- *y roasts or steaks
with' bee rhea( for family „consumption'. •
a •
Secret of youth?
' t1114:A1•11 (1'1'1)
Catnapping 4141 the
lie meae. a habit anirajg the
inulcr-:R1 housewives Ilion it
amongiallicr ones.
.
_
amit
in a 41

s--nreir
disa--has-a* INFig

s. I.... itutirs

hostess c.a.n help you
over the anxiet of getting acquajsted in new,
surroun
and make
yo
eel at "Home
eet Home," againri
She will bring gifts and
Vital- information from
ness
your nei hborhocid busiand-civic
•
leaders.

11111...

FARMER
FRIEND
A Hand Lotion for
Chapp•cf, Cratkad, Rowyk
and CnIlousod Hands,

Call

Linda Adams

n'••

0.

4

Phone 753-2378

Apply FREELY AT NIGHT
RUBBING IN WELL.

The Most
Famous Basket
In the Worlde

PREPARED BY
HOLLAND DRUG
mueRAY,

r*
-

Open House
at

BROERINHEYER CHIROPRACTIL
OFFICES
There will be Open House at the Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic Offices Saturday. January 17, and Sunday.
January 18, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for students interested
in Chiropractic as a professional career and to the public
interested in learning about Chiropractic.
'
Dr. Gary Ditson. Director of Admissions of Logan
College of Chiropractic is St. Louis. Mo.. will be at the
office to answer any questions in regard to Chiropractic,
Education..,Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary_Brocringmeyer
will also be avoitable for those wishing information on
- -..heallh4.0d-Claitooradrla Care-- -

Everyone:lc-Invited!
---7- 'Morro , Kerttuck

WE DO;

THE LEDGER

Si

TIMES

MURRAY, _KENTUCKY

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church,. Or Charity.
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L.99

RIB STEAK
U.S.D.A.

Le 19

CHUCK ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK

L

890

,

Joliet, 111..:t
n and Bill'
moon in tho'
..r.1
will residt;
Paducah.

P
U (11*
A
CRY

FRY

1888t

STEAK

BACON

PKG 39t

JOHN SON

DOUBLE LUCK
lp —you

• of getin new,
d rake
Home
igaim
ifts and

GREEN

BEANS

MORTON

)n from

od busileaders.
danIS
41711

POT

5 FOR $i

PIES±

RED CROSS
7 OZ. PKGS. 2F0R250

CREAM,
ICE
HOSTESS

2

0AL. 59

PILLSBURY

M1X
CARROTS
GRAPEFRUIT
CAKE

MEDItJM SIZE RED

Logan
• at the
opractic
gmeyer
tion on'

3 18 Oil
BOXES

2 FOR 290

-2.150
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Musicals to retain
favor in the 1970s

the apt too distant future. The
shock and curiosity value wears
The completely
off quickly.
nude male especially looks ridiculous when involved in stage
movement. There is really very
about going to the theater. In little in the way of dramatic
By _JACK GAYER
the -19&t, the top price of seats meaning that niffity can conUP1 Drama Edieor
to some musicals rose from $8 tribute to Most p ays, although
NEW YORK (UPI)-No one or S9 toS12 and SL5. Plays are it eould be arbitrarily introduced
into almost any drama you might
his right mind should try to approaching a $10 top

•

-

Hobby keeps
craftsman
spinning

WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 14 1970

A Washington Memorial to FOR At Long Last
By RAYMOND WILCOVE

Central Press Association
Correspondent
WASHINGTON-Franklin P.
TRONA, Calif (UPI)-They Roosevelt was one of the most
=•
don't turn out cloth, but Boyd controversial figures in AmeriS ha Ilenberg keeps right oni can history. Today, almost 25
in
as a norm
making spinning wheels as years after his death, the argupr$dict what will happen in The as the 1970s begin. However, name.
carefully as those of more than ments have not yet stilled.
* * *
unpredictable New York theater, there is that old show &piness
Eugene J. Keogh, chairman of
100 years ago.
• year to year or decade to decade. axiom-if it's something people
Some quick observations:
The spinning wheels are just a the FDR Memorial Commission,
But here is one forecast for want to see, the price doesn't
Stars no longer mean a thing hobby
for Schallenherg, who is hag launched a campaign to
the 19706 that would seem to keep them away.
in the theater except in very rare
have Congress override the Fine
have more than a reasonable . There is no indication yet that cases, and in those there usually employed as resident manager Arts Commission and approve a
.chance,of becoming fact, possi- the tendency. of Broadway-pro- is some extraneous element that for the H. S. Anderson Co., memorial for the 32nd president.
bly "even-in the next five years. ducers to favor musicals over helps draw
In the capital where he was
th
customers. contractor for American Potash
This prediction is that the dramas will be reversed. Despite Material and presentation domi- and Chemical Co. There are the dominant figure during 12
term "off-Broadway." applied to the much greater cost of a- musi- nate.
Star potency on the several of his wheels on display years of peace and war, no forMarcel Breuer's design for a Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial in Washing...,
theaters and productiom.outside cal, the theory Is that people American stage has been shrink- throughout this Southern mal memorial has been erected
Keodiva
California town.
to his memory, although a num- ing to ask Congress to act reThe commission then provided unanimously adop
- idtown wankto be entertained, amused, ing for 35 years.
the highly commercial m
word that
S c ha Ilen be rg's spinning ber of such memorials have been gardless of the Fine Arts Com- for a national competition for commission
Broadway arell; wilt disappear. and that the heavy stuff doesn't
Negro playwrights, players
oosevelt Jr., stho
established in foreign lands. mission."
the monument's design. Con- Franklin
There will simply exist "the New draw, "
and productions, coming up wheels are modeled after one
a simple marble block near
Keogh maintained that the gress approved the site and the had re• ed the earlier design,
This, of course, points up the rapidly in the past five years, turned out 127 years ago by Only
_ York theater.'
was-enthusiastic about- the new
the Archives Building on PennThe trend is already discern- scarcity of playwrights as Broad- will continue to be important Isaac Mayfield of Marion sylvania Avenue commemorates Fine Arts Commission is an ad- competition.
visory body and that Congress
There were 574 entries and one. However, since then, nothCounty,
Mo.,
where
able. In the 1960s, the little way (not off-B
way) regards cogs in the theater.
the only man ever to be elected has the right to set aside its the commission selected a
ing has been done.
S. • •
.off-Broadway houses-converted them. Few of e proven ones
president four times.
Only a dreadful economic de- Schallenberg was born.
zfowns
recommendations.
sign
by
three
young
u
Schallenberg's
wheels-like
• • •
barns, churches, meeting halls remain, and tl#e who are' still
BRETJER'S design calls forlan
anon might bring about a
The first step, he explained, - Norman Hobe
David
in many cases-presented more active write isifreplently, or at owering of costs and ticket Mayfield's-ani things of beauty. TO REMEDY this, the FDR will be to ask tile House Ad- Beer and Joseph asserman - arrangement of seven triangular
Schallenberg, 63, has Memorial Commission has voted ministration Committee
and more productions, even least, get produced infrequently. prices. As a matter of fact, the
to hold which beca
known as the ray granite slabs about 60 get
ugh, flanked around a plaza 'Iv
were4hopeles* in the l92Osarjdl93Os,itwaaa theater _price leveli• es I recall, returned - to Marion County to appeal to Congress to over- hearings on resolutions already "Instant
though some
nehenge." •
narrow pools. At the centertof
-memo tvVett-wiTozen-or so Wasrireffected-tit aiMy-a-i- de- occasionally on vacation. Thee ride objections !Porn various introduced in 'Congress to pro• • •
sources and approve a design
the plaza would be a huge 32
Out -of this increased activity top dramatist' didn't gat a new pression of th/ early' 1930s. Of he looks for small lumber mills, -for a Roosevelt memoriai which peed with the memorial.
DESIGN_ provided -fora _foot-square cube _ of
te - usually operated by one man. He
se
-ooriemerged some y-olingplayiiiriglifi
coOl"ticket-inka**ere
sculptural cluster of large stone which- would appear' to fleet
lays
there you find the best the commission unanimously apone expects a return to smaller then, but so were aalaffe-s,
KEOCIR SAID the resol
of promise-a few already have
tablets of varyriig size on whigh above the ground, its poliad
wood for making spinning proved in 1966.
rank some of FDR's famous words ilurface reflecting the sky,
definitely "arrived" - physical this state of affairs, but there which did undergo cuts.
Keogh, a former congressman, are sponsored by Re
n
wheels.
John M. were to be inscribed. The design and clouds'.
production standards were raised must be a rise in the number of
The increase in professional
said the commission will ask Thompson Jr., D-N
His latest wheel Is Solid Congress to approve the design Murphy, D-N.Y.
d Edward P. quickly became the center of
There would be no statue f
(so were the costs and ticket acceptable authors. Some of community theaters around the
prices), several lo run hits these will come from the large country will continue. but at a walnut, aged eight years in a submitted four years ago by Boland D-Mi ., and Sen. Eu- controversy. Congress and the the former president, but a
Fine Arts Commission failed to three-dimensional photograpfic
Marcel Breuer, the noted New gene J. McCarthy, b-Minn.
emerged to make profits, a few number of younger writers con- ,dower pace than in the past 20 farmer's barn.
"The wheels that I produce York architect&
.In 1946, one year after FDR's take a stand and the idea final- image of FDR would be shoini
established Broadway producers tributing to the off-Broadway yeani. They still have to be
"It's time !dr action and we death, Keogh sponsored a. reso- ly was killed by the disapproval in granite in bas relief. Rootiebegan working occasionally in theaters if they escape from their subsidized in large part by some- are flax wheels," Schallenberg intend
to act," said Keogh. "Th
ution for a monument to. the of'the Roosevelt family.
velt would be further identified
says.
"Moe
farmers
used
to
ad-tooneral
tendency to be one. There is little sign that
the off-Broadway arena, and vibe
Fine Arta ,Commission,
plant
a
small
field
into
MIX.
II
'-artors
arasious-lesolsore
ecting the Breuer design, was grass gave its approVal and es- man of the FDR'Memorial Corn- from his famous radio -fireside
, sa.
seand create
least going to relieve private sources their homespun linens. I have arbitrary and capricious. We tablished a'commission, which mission and Breuer was corn- chats." _
leaped into the Broadway and and character iietcel
seen
some
of
the
fine
fabrics
•
don't know why they did it and selected for the memorial a 66- missioned to fashion a design.
I Hollywood orbits and Movie peo- longer and more meaningful of this burden.
Breuer estimated in 1968 tat
Meanwhile, colleges will con- woven from homespun yarns, where the opposition to the de- acre ltite between thevrida1 Bas- Like the earlier one, Breuer's the memorial would wet almost
ple and recording,companies be- dramas.
and today it is hard to believe sign is
g from. We're_ AO- in and the Potomac.
Broadway wilt get at
design iS ta„nalliiinoclern It w_a..8 14
' ue to tursout increaknerium• I
. -..tist_payinglargeaums for ancillit such beautiful work could
ary rights to the more successful three- or (our new heaters in bers oriouths majoring in
5
be
achieved
with
the
crude
the 1970s; some are already theatrical arts. Aiid most of
productions. .
••
•
methods used."
under
construction.
They
are
them
will,
have
to
find
some
home
task to another.
Hideosity of Nebraska
One thing that must happen,
-Rest at least two minutes
Mayfield died in -1950.
'-Change the rhythm of for every hour of work. TakIrtf
1100110011eS Consultant.
and, there is movement in that being budt':into high-rise office other way of making a living. • However the quality of his
biiddin#
es
a
result
of
a
change
Helen Becker, a health movement. Don't stay with a hourly breaks is more likely to
direction already, is-Labandonspinning wheels is still
ucation specialist, has come single motion when doing prevent muscle exhaustion than
isent of some of the. firetra in the building code permitting
rem
e
p
:Z
by
his
name
Leukemia, one of many
up with five suggestions to help repetitive work like carpet resting for a couple of hours
that now house off-Broadway such marriages. A few more,of
slam
wood.
(UPI)-The the homemaker outlast her sweeping or cutting -heavy when everything is finished.
LINCOLN,
Neb.
productions and the creation o the old Broadway theaters are diseases common to man and
Schallenberg says he hopes he
bound to disappear in the next other animals, is the subject of
harried housewife can get a lot work. They are:
material with a scissors.
more comfortable auditoriums. 10
-Don't sit too long in one
years. The list is now down Increasing amounts of research will be remembered for the more work done with the same
**
-Vary homemaking chores.
-Avoid hurrying to avoid position. When the body is held
wood
work.
quality
of
his
to
about
30,
a
drop
of
five
in to determine its causes and
The Broadway -theater's Outamount of energy if she gives Since a particular job uses the fatigue. It takes more energy to in a fixed position, the musclqs
"Everyone should leave on
look is not exactly rosy, but the the decade.
some consideration to her same muscles constantly, it is run up a flight of stairs than to are constantly contracted.
methods of control.
* 0*
this
earth
something
of
his
own
same could have been -said as it
* * *
muscles, according to
less tiring to switch from one walk up slowly.
creation or craft," he says.
started the 19608 decade. The
The nude- ahd-dirty-langfiage
Ownership of bowling balls
number of its productions has trend that spread from the offshrunk rather alarmingly in the Broadwa,y theater to Broadway and guns increase with the
,
Sr
•
-1969-70- season, but this is • in the past,three years shows no education of the male head of
". sir•'••••
;•,•
••Vie
e'• ii!
e
4IP
44
•8
.
140.'.
1
4
41
.:
•41
a
the family, according to
blamed mostly - on "tight
0
•

plat

Expert gives

•

signs of diminishing as yet.
money," making it much more -It- is likely that the use of
difficult to raise the huge nuns frank, gutter speech will remain.
needed for producing lays and Its explosion in the theater
musicals. rangina mu luirom occurred suddenly in the matter
.,
u. of complete freedoin hut tht
11150,000 to,
nothing -particularly new; 'the history of the,,stage in this counsame strain has been felt in other try has includedasteady, if slow;
- - years when the general economy increase in 'the coa,rseness of
tightened.
language.
Broadway prices are blamed • Nudity may go out of style in
for peoiale becoming more wary

housework ti

••

%.

survey.
* 5*
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Correspondent

SAO PAULO, Brazil-It's the -., .4
1,,„ '
.,
biggest city in Latin America,
yet the average - U.S. citi!en i • t!•."*"',
•
t'i. 4i
doesn't know-lt exista:-• -Sao Paulo, one of the world's Iiiir I ,.
fastest - growing cities, has
- _boomed from 3.800,000 people
adviii mil-.in 1980 to more tha
-)1.•
, '
the sublion today. If you
urbs, the total climbs to over
eight million 2'
The city byMtuated on a 2,800foot plateiu- about 250 miles
sduthweit of the more famous
Rio de Janeiro. It is at the center of a rich coffee and cottonproducing region. The, Atlantic
Ocean and Santos, Latin Americe's busiest port, are only 40
miles away.
Sao Paulo's generally cloudy
weather is said- to make Paul- ,
istas residents of --Sao Paulothe most- energetic and hardworking peOple in the country.
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" Mills. Every bolt brand new Spring,1970 patterns, 45.1! wide,
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* "WAMSUTTA" SUTTAPRESS

area contains over 27,500 -fieti;•-•
tortes that make everything
bores. from peanut butter
Workers' for these factories
throng to the city front the" In.;
terior or-Sao Paulo State and
Only pedestrians ore allowed,an Sae Paulo's downfrom the poorer parts of Brazil.
fIr. big city's shoppiewhit
iirs:`
.
1 1.1,11.%11.0
Many Germans, Japanese, Jets,. .
-- town streets durini
'.'.'.•.
Italians and Syrians also live
Brazilians love...a.geotrinecer
roonthsi_heaing one installed.
here. A number cif well-known
game. Pele, an, international
•
yearsV A
I•4•
restaurants in the city serve
•
Rents are high in relation to soccer star, is probably better
141:00
only-foreign specialties.
wages. The legal minimum sal- known in Sao Paulo than the
But thousands of people - any is about $40 a month. -A recentiy.appoisten ,peeidnent of
Ok10114
O.
crowding iago a city- that can • nice two-bedroom apartment Brazil, Gen. emiller,fleuTastassi
comfortably hold many less is
•S4
.
4
4t.
close to downtown costs $250 Medici.
creating gigantic prObio,rns in ri month. A house in the nearby
•
tt,r
•
:St* •.#
public sereices_and housing
!;61
:
SAO PAULO is the center of •
: suburbs . with three bedrooms
• • •
,
anti-government terrorist ac- •.•0.
**rents for $800 a month.
"
Ii
EACH Morning And evening
As a reoilt, the average Paul- tivIty. :U.S. Ambasandor C
thousands of cars. truckts and ista liven perhaps two hours Burke. F.111rick"-Zfreas kidnaped
••
•
•:;114
'
,
14
(buses cram into the few prin• from downtown by bus where in Rio de Janeiro, but pollee •
'vital stieets that, lead dr-e• n. rerils are -much hover. if he say the crime was 'planned in
•
town or thatirennecptithin e:or can, he buys a small house. Sao Paulo. The tern-IA.4a proof the city, Pautistas ate ‘-ei y Real estate', im considered good test the dictatorship, censorship
fast but very ball drivers. Most insurance against BraziWs con- Imposed msI Biiis pressand
' the hick of civil lights,
peopl.• ride buses Taxis ,Isu• stint inflation.
agitittqr•,_hoyst-gre.
• ,
ally -t r.
. -ma a.Yailitble during
.
WHAT does the P.tiiliita do definite minority.
Paul,
rush hutirs.
On week-.istam
t tare lens about 44:*
A ,o1••••:r that will help al- for entertainment
.•••)?
crash Is under eon- ends those/ who hav• thr• 00titteal or - social 'problems
lot Lite t
••••
- :e.
stro'n two Nit the first '- line ..........v go to the cotint6,.suic •ur They Care ahmit their jobs and
.1
the o• 4..111 Hut many simply figniihr4. and the tune to the
•;*
wou t he temiy Until 1973
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Perma Press Cotton Prints
* "WAMSUTTA" SUPERVOILLE
65'. Dacron and 35"'/. Colon Voille Prints

yd.

* "WAMSUTTA" ULTRAPOISE
Perma Press Cottpri Poplins
* "WAMSUTTA" WAMPOISE
Cotton & Awl! Prints and Solids
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81c

IGA TWIN BAG
IGA BOOK

POTATO CHIPS
39c
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2PK`42.9c
12
9
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BABY FOOD
ICE MILK
c
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We Repeat This Special
Sorry We
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ARMOUR'S

MARTHA WHITE
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JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
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ORANGE
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NO GAMES
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TV
NOTES
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
new comedy series starring Mary
Tyler Moore that CBS plans for
The 1970-71 season will be created, written and producedby
James Brooks and Alan Burns.
Both are video veterans. Brooks
treated the current "Room 222"
series for this season, and Burns
wrote several of its episodes
and directed it for seven weeks.
*• *
Hugh O'Brian will be the oncamera host for an NBC special,
It's A Man's World,"scheduled
for April 24. The
examAwes changing lifePe;t7irerof men
;in various parts of the world.
* *•
: ABC has set March,.30 as
.ng
w day
gtimeserilas.
te fortBwet:it noeflvery.
/thing," based on Rona Jaffe's I
/novel of that title, will be on
:five days a week from noon to
*12:30 p.m. "A World Apart,"1
:created 4 Katlieriiie Phillips,
s•als with i boy and a girl who
/five been adopted by an
.married woman. It will have the
12:30-1!pot.
•
z
•* *
•
: "Highlights of Ringling Bros,
:and Barnum & Bailey Cireits"
vill be a one-hour NBC special
:an. 27 commemorating the
—1118dr- arinhenary—ottie show.
i
* *•
Merschei Bernardi is headed
*sick to television after spending
recent years in Broadway productions, notably a 104 Tun in
!Tiddler on the Robi.'‘ He has
been signed for the title role in a
omedy series called "Good
orning, Mr. Nino," being prepared by 20th Century-Fox
television for CBS. Bernardi was
to-star of the "Peter Gunn"
ieries.
.• * *
'c
,* Harry Belafonte and Lena
borne will team for a one-hour
iusical special on ABC March 22.
* * *
' Theo Goetz, just turned 75,
been playing the Papa Bauer
e on 'The Guiding Light,"
S daytime drama series, for
itore than 20 years. He started
li September, 1949 when the
IP'ogram
was a radio torture. It
loved to video in 1952.
jock Gayer

1111

PORK
STEAK
mitS.

Is,

•'t*

nited

IFLOUR

12-sa. pkg.

Stoa lb.

WIENERS lb 490 PATTIES
SLICED BACON
BEEF SHORT RIBS

MARTHA WHITE
10-lb. bag 99it I

Plain or Self-Rising

lb 690

Bryan Bros. Fry Rite

1-1b. pkg.

Lean Meaty
DUNCAN HINES

FLAVOR-KIST

Chocolate
s/i COOKIES
.7g. 39c

CAKE

/
—\\

MIX

All Flavors
Except Angel Food

I

box

INSTANT
MILER'S COFFEE

39

IRANs

-

A
lb 450
—

10-oz. jar $149

3 2901
IS-ox.

.GREAT NORTHERN or PINTO —

— —

cans

CLOVERLEAF
NON-FAT

PURE VEGETABLE - La!•ge 48 Ounce

Diy Milk
4-Qt. Size

390
De Montt

RWM
CAMPBELL'S
Del Monte - I7-oz. can

FRUIT COCKTAIL
Del Monte - 29-oz. can

25'

Del Monte - 16-oz. can

CUT GREEN BEANS
14 oz. bottle

Chicken
Noodle
Soup

_ 2 for 49°

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT DRINK

CATSUP

2 for 49°

Sweet Potato

2 for 49°

YFAhfloridS.
TANGERINES
'POTATOES'
CAULIFLOWER

can
lb. 1

Juicy

YELLOW SOLID

doz.

No.-1 Red

Frosty Seas - 8-oz.

FISH STICKS
Frosty Acres - 6-oz. can

ORANGE JUICE
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg

BABY LIMAS
Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS(2 in pkg.) _
Frosty Acres - 10 ox, pkg

MIXED VEGETABLES'
Frosty Acres- 10-oz. pkg.

WHOLE BABY OKRA

•

Lean Pure
Beef

A

Del Monte

20

Tasty Boneless

SAUSAGE PORK
.
CUTLETS —
113590
ib 610
iblIC

Reelfoot All Meat

3ans. 89f1

I Doz. in Ctn.

•••

tI

Seasoned the Way You Like 'Eml

HUBB/4RD'S

LUCKY PIES

ibJi

Pure Pork

Lean Tender

if

Neilf-dollan cherished ,
- STANTON, Mo.(UPI) --; Viors to Meramec Caverns on
route 66 here cherish getting
k half-dollars as change for
s, according to cave operator
her B. Dill So, says DiU,
. Ile keeps a supply of $25,000
if halves on hand for this purpose. He gets most of the hah'es
from Las Vegas.

11111 II II'

Burt

1 runn KM!

Erowded Wass
inBRIDGETOWN, Barbados
PI) — Barbados has one of
e lowest birth rates in the
'bbean and Latin America,
th 22 births per 1,000 perts. But the island's populan of about' 250,000 gives it
of the highest densities in
e world.
•• *
i

i,

111
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t

:TS

11111

-orf

i

'
. 1101)
)
&P
(UPI') — The great
CHICAGO
i
ish chemist, Joseph Priestly
33-1804), discovered carbond water, the basic ingredient
says World
al soda pop, in 1772,
look Encyclopedia.
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Check out with a bagful of bargains
each time you check
your shopping list here! We're headquart
ers for meats, produce
and canned goods that boast high
quality at extra low prices.

I
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WZDOTZSDAY

Lt. Gen.
IPY LAI PRO$Mt
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ik.ishington after heading an
Ass estigatIng .team sent to
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ers Ask IRS

‘ti ys..t

nternal Revenue Service and is published as a public •
ai
leeice to taxpayers. The column answers questions

t

bat frequently asked by taxpayers.

: Q)..1 kept a record of my
; earnings and withholdings for
.:the year and am all set to file
1.tity return. Do I -have to wait
, -Wadi I -.Wet my W-21r •
t
t,
A) Yes, one copy of all W,7
i2's must be- attached to your.
• tax return when you send it
'in. Processing of the returns
. - and refunds are delayed if this
:
4 is not done. You should receive
:your W-2 no later th'an Feb, :_ _mars 2.
., Note that this year, the W-2
• should be stapled to the hack
:jot Forth 1040 rather than the
Ilront.
•
•
* 170 Is 'there any change in
who luta to file a return for
.
_
---- _,• .•
' A) -Filing icewirements._for
_ --- I-110W -Federal income talc returns are unchanged from last

-I

- year.
I. -' To summarize them: a re-

turn`fnust be filed by fizery
person under 65 who had gross
- income of $600 or more for the
' year. For those 65 or older on
-,tbe last day of tax year, ir
...rittirn does not have to be filed.until gross income reaches
e
$1.200.
,
:eernings.of 000 or more from
•self-employment, is required to
'..file a return and pay self-ern_, _;_ployment tax._

A.

:

e

Seek To
Make Order
On Renewals

Hearings To Be Held on VA Cutbacks

provides more room to list
things such as medical expenseseand charitable contributions than ua• available on
0-e back of the old Form 10-10.

; This column of questions and answers on federal
..lax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.

WAHINGTO\
(Ion ,of %founded SCrvi

At A copy of Your FAera
Iriane--Tax 1f.70 ,g *ion mar
be pur,haied from mt lR
,..fices for .4(1 cent,
s.- _You may
as', obra:n this puhlicaticr. by
the order form on-the
in.ide ,over of tl e 14140 tax
form packa.ve. Sild a che..k or
money order •Aith the -)rder
}dank to the Superintendent of
..Dr;cuments. Washingt,n. D.C.
2111(12...

()) I'm a senior at college
and I'm due a tax refund on
some part-time .ork I did. Can
t claim my Own exemption
Q) Other than the fact that
ertheitt causing my father to
color makes the form look
lose the exemption he claims
nicer is•there any athantage in
for me?
Wing red. II hite and blue tax
A) Yes, if you were a fullforms? '
tin.. student during some -part
Ai It is expectel that color
of five months of the year, you
will draw the .taxpayer's-atcan claim your on exemption
tention to those areas on the
and your father will not lose
tax for-in where errors- are
you as an exemption, so long
made which lead to delays in
as the necessary dependency
- proeessitir returns "and issuingtests'
refunds. The instructions for
the same exemption can be
using the pre-addressed name
claimed on two returns, yours
label and signing the return,
and your parent's,for example, are highlighted
in red.
Q) What taxes am I deduct?
Common-reasons for delays
At If you itemize deducin processing returns-and istions, state and local income,
suing refunds are a missing
sales, gasoline, personal propor inaccurate Social Security
erty and real estate taxes may
number or an illegible name or
be deducted.• These should be
address. When a return is filed
lis ed on Schedule A itemized
using the
e< uc ions, an • a c e to
taxpayer's correct name, adyour Form 1040.
dress and Social Sectirity numThose who itemize will find
ber: this cause Tor delay is
that„using the new Schedule A
removed.
briefs, and engaging eriprolonged
and involved hearings necessary
under the bureaucratic processes. These are extremely expensive to_the smaller stations in
local communities.

Under the Pastore propoital
the FCC in eoncinoring . the re.
newel of a license could not

adequate money.-

Admint:tilator Donald I:. 1,linson told Um,
at the limit .et
by Congre.s and Pre.,ideni Nixon will ask ipr

however.. the. vA is

-increased monee in his fiscal 1971 budzet for
merit, at care and VA hospital construction,

A COMMITTErantiree said the main criticism is•thai Nixon limited V.% -Medical care
flIendmc to the .5i 7.,!t• billion levet he requested in lista! 1970 budget, rather than

..TV A HEWS
ALMER
Althotgh Tennessee Valley ,
rainfall was generally near normal in 1969, the year ended with
heavy rains and the largest To.'
unessee River flotid in nearly
five years, TVA reports.
The late December storm brought rainfall for the year to an
average of 51.5 iiitbes across
the Tennessee Valleys almost
exactly equal to the annual average since 1.880. That was about
8 inches more than the total for
1968, which had been the driest •
in 25 years-ftk the-region as a '

as it -passed across Virginia
• Si:orris and Cherokee Lae.
failed to reach their usual summ
er high levels because of lower
-than-normal streamilows durth
the spring and early summer
Other tributary, storage lakes'
the TVA system generally wer
at typical levels through the year
and were lowered in the ann
fall dravniovm to levels requir
to provide capacity for regula
••••
winter flOods.
December rainfall averag
lkik
7.6 inches across the Tearless
Valley, more than three inch
....••••••01-• -..nli
above normal for the mouth.
The highest. December total r
4i-v- •
ported to TVA was 12.75 inche
at Red Bey in north-I./est Alabama.
Hodges and Haleyville. Alabam
INANSPEANTS VElli INTO WOMAN'S HEAD A neurosurgeon • • and Petras_In east Tennessoe
also...received attend a-foot o
I. •,.versity Of. Toronto. Dr.
end assistant pp.!.
rain, during the month; !Awes
t H. type of microscope gi;^
‘Vdtrutt Lougtp-ed,
December total among %talk"
71 unidentified woman's rieed iti
rainfall stations was 3,51 inch
arterl- that caused a
he,: MI.. her head to tap!, •
it Erwin in upper east Tennes
s
performed
• ottoke It was first tine

,
_
lc

ee.

College Cleaners

1 Oliva Blvd
— MIX PICKUP sad [MAURY —
Thom 7-13-1W1
Irma Misir Cassilkie

Poiiier ill sefluel
I It It

,

1.. Ile.11
•
Is •444•114% 1.arit
CAI 11e \II.. It It
- .
.

•
(I l'1)
.-1 uN.,..to
't.
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I
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according to Johnson. and an increase Would
not tax VA hospital resources.
-THERE HAS been much publicity over
the needs of veterans and it has conveyed the

by J R
Kentucky'
Looking to I
Secretary .
announce th
burley crop
Their °pi
farm organ
known to
Agriculture
lag held in
farmers do
the 1970 a.
necessary.
ton hearing,
burley gro.
burley grow
a cut in an
year.
I do not II

opinion that we do not have,room for Vietnam
veterans.- Johnson said. l protest this. We are
giving excellent care to all patients."
The committee chairman. Rep.. Olin E.
Teague 11).. Tex.1 said late last year the ratio ,
of staff to patients- in VA hospitals was 1,5,
compared with 2•72 in general community
hospit4ls and 3.0 in University and leaching
h:Ispitals. Ile estimated then it would cod 11240
million more_ a year to bring VA staff-patient
ratios up,to 2.0-.

.flespite the controvery over exactly how
much is being spent on medical care, reports
coming to Teactie's committee show it is not
only not enough to maintain present services
but has forced reductions.

Hospital Report

Murray; Mrs. Odell King, Rte._
4, ilurray4Richard Baltzell, Farmington; Mrs. Janet Banks dud
*
Baby. Girl, Box 366, -Muria.
Mrs. Wanda Thern, Rte. 6, Murray: Mrs. Martha Vickers and
Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Calvert City;

Ralph Balentine, Rte. 3, Miami
Mrs. Joanne Arable, Rte.ti,
ray; Marvin Morris, Rte.3,Murray; Mrs. Clydia Gill, Rte.
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Alka-Seltzer

Plus
-C-oid Tabhitir

QUANTITY ftIGHT&FIESEfIVED. g 974

Regular Price S1.59
2 oz.
Fasteeth Denture Adhesive Powder
Regular Pricd 88d

500

Pro Toothbrush
69g Value

2/69c

6 oz.
Kteenite Denture Cleanser
Regular Price 984 511C

n
Kaagon

1/8 oz.
Binaca Breath Drops
Regular Price 794

etetnIFIPL
-11Wit.

ANACIN

410

It's

FAST PAIN RELIEF*0

The Perfect Good
Health Food

50's
Anacin Taints
Regular Price 960

.
,
(MOD

4 Way Cold Tablets
-r Price 89v

Camille, most destructiveturri
cane ever to strike.this country.l
But that storm passed farther
north than had been predicted,1
sparing the Tennessee Nalley1
the devastating rains it produced

ti

uqrr.
:
- the .higher 1-1141-bittirm appropriated
Congress '
tvere limited by law to spend at the
hiidget level until Congress approved' an ap
opriation bill.- Johnson said The VA appropriatilin was signed Nov. 2 and Johnson said
I'lat on Jan 2 money for VA medical care was
apportioned on the higher approoriation.level.
The committee sources said hot.ever:lhat
rein.rts it souzht 'from 165 VA 'hospitals inchc.,' their apportionments do not meet current
needs and Inc.. nave had to -defer new ire-ate',It Okla:nits as well as cut back on personnel SerNINTS
The -14.000 Vietnam, wounded and disabled,
treated in VA hospitals in the last fiscal year
exnected in climb to 60.000 in the year
ending July I.
Vtetnam patients constitutenett more than
per cent-of the total VA hospital ceaseload.

Nancy Hicks, 503.P1ne, Murra!I;. Drive , Murray; John Mardis, Linda Hill, Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Dordn, 1613 maini7Dere:tr
Mur ay;t Corbett Hall, 1610 Mal. Doris Gibson, Rte. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Reba Parrish, Mrs. Elsie Thurman and Baby
Murray; Peter Kuhn, 1319 ErADULTS 9.1.
in, Altrrayr
Phi.- By,-472-5- Keeneland, Murray;
NURSERY 11
-1r
raY. Mrs, Bonnie Jones, 1608 Keene.
JANUARY 10, 1970
land, Murray; Mrs. Carol HibbDISMISSALS
ADULTS 92
1•
ard, Dogwood Dr., Mueray; Mies
"
ADMISSIONS
Clyde Perry, N. 'Cherry St., NURSERY 11
Carla Newman, Box 110 Woods
Hall, MSU, Murray; Walter ConMurray; Mrs. -Alma Ldwards, JANUARY 11, 1970
Mrs. Emma McAllister and Rte. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Janice
ner, 805 Sycamore, Murray.
Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. eCuiston, Rte. 6, Murray; MasADMISSIONS
Judy Shultz and Baby Boy, Rte,
DISMISSALS
ter William Smith, 700 Ryan,
1, Sedalia; Mrs. Jerrye Brannon, Murray; Joe Rob Beal*, Almo;
Mrs. Barbara Wallace and
te. 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Johnaie Walker, 1602 Sunset
Baby Boy, Rte. 3, Cadiz; Mrs.
Mrs. Vera Ward, 109 Spruce,

entertain other applications If
-I
the Commission finds' the record
.1 Although many hold the bell of thelicense bolder has served
broadcasting is controlledi the public inter-est, convenience
sta few titans, the biggest share and necessity.
ef the nation's almost 7,000 radio On the other hand. If the Co.
Stations are independently owned mmission finds the license hold
itad operated.
eat is not meeting the public in• These independent broadcast- terest, the license would be re.
`ars, many of Wen, wembers-of yoked and only then could-other
laden
e National Federation of Wep- applications be considered.
t Bosioess are estmorting The eametice of what is term.
bill by Senator John Pastore of ed "claim jumping" is said-to
hode Island which is aimed, in be not only confined to those with whole.
the language of the National an ideological axe to grind, but The year-ed flood, which TVA
Association of Broadcasters, at also engaged in by those with a engineers estimated would haft
caused $19 million in damages
restoring order in the renewal
tnercenary_,,
at Chattanooga without re_mlation
l
i
t
a
b
i
n
g
,
_
interes
of broadcast licenses.
an ga4lasjaAa"vu business, by the darns and reservoirs up.
- - The reason for the proposed Over
Senator Pastore feels strongly stream, was the largest on the,
legislation, supported by 29 Unit- there .1s-a. major
of Tennessee 'River since IMIretro-,
ed States Senators is created by equity involved, as question
the bolder 1965. The TWA reservoir system the hu•moil of the times with the of a license gets only the right
shim made that radical grows to broadcast on the allocated also prevented minor flooding ,
*ho oppose advertising in anyl frequency. The cost of a build- at Chattanooga in February, ant an estimated $337,00u is
, form are seeking to eliminate ing, of equipment, and other in- saved
damages along the lower Ohio
.- hroadelisting stations.
vestments are -at the license
-.- . Under the present regulations holder's expense. This invest- and Mississippi Rivers by helpSr r'-- -,-.1"Tal cc-renni-atinns rr.cnt is placed in jeopardy every Ing to regulate spring floods
ict a broadcast license is lc fort three years under the present along the Ohio River,
new Bear Creek Dank in
renewal every three years.--Until law.
,
in aAlabama. the first
uni thwest
irly recently, if the station While the members of the Fed- nort
TVA water control.
maintained a fair record for pub- eration have not voted on this
lic service, the renewal was particular legislation, historical system planned for the Bear,
-Crw.k watershed, began flood
..practilly grtrn?tic.
tilt organization has supportat operations even befor
:Swivel*, there has grown a ed the principle of free comwas fully completed. It reduc
geveloping trend for a flood of munications as well as encour- •it
• • teptieations to be made for that aging a wide choice of advertis- ed flood flows downstream after
particular frequency when the ing media for the independent heavy flips in April, and a,
In August and December. Tli
license comes up for retie
Wessman. It is felt failure
Tinder the law, the Federal Co- to pass this legislation could December flood would have bee
mmunications Commission must result In many smaller towns the greatest Road of record a
ten hold hearings resulting in either losing a reputable fac- Red Bay, Alabama had it no
. Ile license holder being forced ility,-or a crippling of the growth been for Bear Creel Dam.
to the expensive procedure of ability of such a facility to meet August rains in the wester
Tennessee Valley resulted fro
employing lawyers, of preparing the needs of the community.
the storm center from Hurrican

4

Dre..te a steadr

nom Vietnam.
-the Veterans .‘dmitustta)n na c, medital
ifervices and closed down waitif at VA hospitat;. gays a congressional co:rmittee...
The House VcterinTS.7\'airs Committee
n:11 dr,turn'entits fir:dings ir iicarings planned
early. this year and4will Name she Nixon Admir:stration for failure to seek and spend

q) Where can I get a copy of
)(our tax guide?

Ftling regniettinents also apply .to minors. A parent or
guardian,.should file a -return
on behalf of a child who has
gross income of $OO or more
during the tax year. In every
case. you must file return to
. ;oh.
get any refund

COh
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WHO'S TO BLAME?
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For Your Shopping Convenience
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
by I Robert (Bob) Miller
Kentucky's burley growers are ley quota for 1970 and I hope that
looking to Febraury 1 when the Secretary of Agriculture Hardin
Secretary of Agriculture must can see fit to
allow the 1970
announce the quota for the 1970 acreage quota to remain at the
burley crop.
1969 level.
Their opinions - and those of Many industry
leaders and parfarm organizations - were made ticularly in the
Burley Tobacco
known to U. S. Department of Growers Cooperative Associa.
Agriculture officials at a hear- tion, realize that
imports of to
ing held in Lexington. Kentucky acco is a
continuing problem facfarmers don't believe a cut in ed by American growers. It is
the 1970 acreage allotments is estimated that
imports of Turknecessary. Based on the Lexing- ish and oriental tobacco were
ton hearing, which was for other about 220
million pounds in 1969.
burley growing states as well, The United States is the third
burley growers in general oppose largest importer of tobacco
a cut in acreage for the coming which is used mainly for blends.
year.
Exports for the marketing year
I do not favor a cut in the bur- ending in September were up 1.5
million pounds over the previous
year to 55 million pounds. However this is 1 million pounds
below
'the avarage ofthe previous
five years.
The total supply of burley on
hand for the current marketing
year is 1,899 million pounds.
According to USDA calculations,
this supply is sufficient for about
3.3 years at current levels of
Pesticides are showing up in domestic use and export. The
the most unexpected places.
Agricultural Adjustment Act forMore than a million pounds mula roficle0 /91: a.
,..94451
'
3
of iinfarls71—c1itialis— were im- ly of 2.8 years duia
pounded during the latt year. Without attempting to question
Because of contamination by pe- the positions of USDA officials,
sticides.
I do not feel that our present
Some of the most delectable supply is too large. First of
cheeses from France, Italy, Ru- all, a bad crop year could lover
mania, and Argentina were burr- stocks to the point where m.ued from this country by the Foed facturers might be inclined to
and Drug Administration. Mini- Import greater amounts.
scule amounts of the pesticide- Second, continuing promotion
benzine hexachoride, similar to of burley on foreign markets
DDT-were spotted in the cheese. should reduce our stocks through
But no residue of pesticides Increased exports.
Is legally permissible in cheese.
Burley is of course Kentucky's
So the stuff was banned.
main cash crop and many growIn sharp contrast, there are ers are already experiencing
no restrictions whatever on the problems with labor and rising
amount of pesticide residue leg- costs. An allotment cut on the
ally permissible in tobacco.And, heels of a bad sales year would
according to Senator Gaylor Nei- In my opinion, cause many grow
Wisconsin, high levels of ers to not grow a tobacco crop
and other long-lasting pest- this year. This would. mean a
icides are now being found in loss to the farmer and to his
cigarettes.
business community as well.
"Tobacco is the only consumable agricultural crop that does
not have a tobacco level specify. Mason's new one
log when the pesticide is hazarHOLLYWOOD (UPI)
dous." says Senator Nelson.Nor"The
th Carolina State University re- James Mason will star in
Kong
Yank"
in
Hong
&
The
Yin
searchers and other laboratories
have found plenty of pesticide with Burgessileredith directing.
*
residue in tobacco and cigarette
smoke. The Senator urged government restrictions to limit the
pesticide residues allowable in Murder case film
cigarettes.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Right now Americans are pro- Universal Studios will begin protected against contamination in duction on "Justice in the Baskcheeses. But 49 million smokers room" based on the 1963 Wylieare facing the tall risk of lung Hoffert murder case in- New
pollution.
Pesticides are only one Pirt
of the danger tif smoking. To
find out more ablout the damage
Ford's
Theater building,
to the lungs caused by cigarette where 'President Lincoln was
smoke, see your local respir shot, collapsed June 9_1893,
tory disease association.
killing 22 persons.
It's a matter of life and breath.
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Housing starts (millions)

2.5

Mortgage rates

LESS HOUSING IS BUILT WHEN
-COST OF BORROWING RISES
!!!
liersiag starts'
Cleft scale)
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Sources US Department of Commerce, HUD and FHA
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DRESSING

By CARL H. MADDEN. OHO'ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce a the United Shoos
THE DOWNWARD TREND IN HOUSING starred since World
WM. ills apparent from the chart above. Also apparent are
the cyclical declines inhousing starts that occur oniclicredit
becomes inelliget and interest rates-*-the dotted Hoe in the
.-1n the past housing construction has revived.
chaletgo up
but not above previous penkl. when credit has eased and
. intereat rates have declined At the current annual rate of
1.1 million starts, new hounirg construction is nowhere close
to,nneetIng the LS million annual goal Aft for tkg 1970s. This.
• mean* the housing industry lances a growing crisis as long.os
construction always:Ja_lbs...'Major victim of.. goverrmicnt's
anti.intiation policies. In the 1970E If we are to meet the
nantinIns, housing nen*, major changes'are likely to occur iM
houstog finztneing. building techniques and trade union prate- '
irehrfhay. uVrien:
tisteek
'
changes. the housing cr
,
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Identify Motel Slaying 'Witness Divorces
Double In

picture of the year. C1111
Robertson won the Oscar for
best actor in "Charly" and for
the first time two actresses tied
for best performance of the
IDENTIFY WITNESS IN KILLING
BY BERT WORKUM
year, Barbra Stseisand for
lumen, Put Stan Water
"Funny Girl" and Katharine
an unnamed Carrollton area service staHepburn for "Lion in the
A 53-year-old Covington man, off work
tion attendant, who told police of a man
Winter."
because of a strike, has been named as the
slaying.
of
the
who came in the night
- By -VERNON SCOTT
Producers coda no longer
"mystery witnen" in the Dec. 16 murder
Jimmy D. and Sue eocbrum to
According to police, the attendant reof Carrollton motel owner Mrs. Nell FitchUPI Hollywood Correspondent claim movies were better than
in
Cann.
lot
G.
Cochrum,
Bobby
en.
ported the man said he witnessed an arguever, only smuttier than ever
wity County.
Edward Bryant. 691 W.19th street. was
meat at the Sunset Motel, where the slay_HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The as nudity and sez romped
_Traeland Inc;;-10
named by Carrell County Attorney James
ing took place.
Brown A. Crawford at Clacton. world Of the beautiful people, across the nation's screens.
Shepherd as the man sought as a witness
Lana Turner managed to
-setters, was shaken
all, Ohio, lot in Panorama Shor- the jet
by police since the slaying.
AN ARTIST'S SKETCH drawn from
&sing 1969 by tragedy, beset make all kinds of news during
Exactly what Bryant may have seen or
es,
the attendant's description by Covington
deths. the year. She flopped in her
heard is unclear, Shepherd said. ,
Ola May and Juston Hughes, tty divorce, saddened by
Police Sgt. Harold Musser and
past year new television series. She
of
the
Biggest
story
"He's been a very co-operative witness,"
E. Eugene and Mary Bell Jones,,
northern Kentucky cirulatedhogand Otdo
the macabre death o divorced one man, married
Shepherd said, ''although right now I'm
and J. Hollie Jones to J. Rollie was
-led police to Bryant.
ictress Sharon Tate and four another and was soon separatee
unsure how he -may have witnessed the
Calloway
in
County.
Jones,
lot
"That filling station man turned him
her. It from him.
murder."
Lakeland, Inc. to Jack L. and Dthers murdered with
In," Mrs. Bryant said hotly, "My son foolmass
slaying
Another annual loser was
was
the
grisliest
Judith Lq:ip of Sikeston, Mo., lot
IN ANSWER to a reporter's question.
ishly drove to the filling station and spilled
in Hollywood annals, and- Eddie Fisher whose marriage
In Panorama Shores Subdivision,
his beans,"
Shepherd said Bryant was "under no susToy Morris to Lois Morris, unbelievably- a band of hippies to Connie Stevens was dissolved.
stands charged,
picion" in the case.
ot
in Calloway County.
Later in the conversation, Mrs. Bryant
Bryant himself would net talk tO reportCalloway County, Land Co., The divorce rate for 1969 Dean Martin's marriage of 2C
Indicated her son was not near the scene
celebrities almost dou- years came apart at the seams,
ers.
Inc., to Franklin and Ruby Peer, among
of the murder.
Others unglued were Grouchc
"I've „peen told not to discuss tke case
Pine Bluff Shores Subdtv: bled that of marriages.
lot
in
"Are you saying your son was not at
Marx Dick Smothers Victor
Richard Burton made news
with anybody," he said. He would not say
ision.
the scene at all?" she was asked.
who had told him to remain silent.
Glenn and Dinah Morris to buying Elizabeth Taylor one of Mature, Barbra StreisInd, Jill
Bryant's widowed mother, who lives
"That's right" she snapped.
St. John-Jack Jones, Robert
J. C. and Thelma Walker, lot in the largest diamonds extant.
with her son, was quite talkative to reportFinally, Mrs. Bryant agreed to allow her
Best Picture of Year
Cummings Andy Prine, MargaCalloway
County.
ers, however.
son to be questioned. It was then that
"Oliver!" was named best ret O'Brien, Gail Patrick,
Shoemaker
D.
W.
and
Louise
"There's not a thing about it that he
Bryant refused to comment on the case.
Loretta Young, Herb Alpert,
to Wayne and Dorothy Sbeeks, to United States of America,
could tell you that I can't tell you," Mrs.
Shepherd, who is co-ordinating the efSamantha Eggers Glenn Ford,
--lot
is
Calloway
Emma Bryant said. "He told Me all about
easement on lot in Calloway Co- Kim Darby. Burt Lannnster,
forts of city, county and state police offt- R & R Development
County.:Co., Inc., unty.
it."
dais in the case, said Bryant has agreedto
Lauren Bacall-Jason Robards,
to Bruce and Joyce Ann Thomas, Charles N. and June Johnson Rod
a polygraph test.
Taylor, Cass Elliott, Vera\
AT FIRST Mrs. Bryant was relectant to
Canterbury
EstatesSubdivLot
in
to United States of America, Miles-Keith Larson.
THE DIFFICULTY ha said, is schedullet reporters speak with her son, saying
ision.
transmission line easement on
his "nerves are upset because of the
ing the lie detector test, But he expects
Divorces and Marriages
Bobby R. and Sarah Johnson lot in Calloway County.
General Electric strike."
the test vrithin 10 days. ,
In a vintage year for divorces
and
It
Darlene
Taylor,
B.
to
J.
A,
Frances
William
D.
and
In another development in the case,
, a relative
lot in Plainview Acres Subdiv- McCuiston to United States of and separations.
Bryant is a 19-year employe of GE in
Shepherd said the two girls who found
handful trod to the altar.
Evendale. He has been off work since the
ision.
America, transmission line
Mrs. Fitchen dying have been questioned.
strike began 2Y2 months ago.
Hugh and Margaret Mae Wald- easement on lot in Calloway Co- Dorothy lalone was married
He identified them as Margaret White,
and asked for an annulment
and
Margaret
Mae
Waldrop
Mrs. Bryant denied her son has any
rop to
unty.
2; Louisville, Ky., and Hwy.liannis, 16,
sey4 Liffle.,:
1 9011 H
2ft--4About ths-Fitenon taunter,
Sen-Wakirep-Overtlerst- or VeVerfrtifir
Judith
Weistilville,el;
man marnted Anne Byrne. Paul
Janice
Kay
City
and
Calvert
"They'll never be able to get a thing
Jones, died June 30,1968 to heirs McCartney (a Beane) broke
Mrs. White he said, has married since
out of him," she said, "he didn't see anyWaldrop Rayburn of Memphis, J. Bottle Jones, C. Eugene Jones,
the murder look place. Her name was
thing."
.
Tenn., lots in City of Murray. and Ola May Hughes of farm- hearts by marrying.
Margaret
Nelsonville.
She
Bennis,
also
of
The year took its toll of oldShe explained that her son hied to
Gene Steeley to Toy and Ruby
Ky., estateofinheritance. time producers and character
is a sister of the second girL - .
drive at night, especially along 1,71.v
Leaning, lot in Panorama Shores ington.
W.
C.
and
Sarah
H.
Jackson
Mrs., Fitchen was killed between 1290
actors: Barton MacLane, Y:
Subdivision.
"HE'S A ' VERY religioui boy" she
of -Memphis, Tenn. -and H.
and 1:15 a.m.. Dec. 16 in a- gruesome
Frank Freeman, NIchoL,as
Southard,
Janis
SouChristine
added. "He says he loves to drive at night
and Ruby K. Jackson of Madisonrobbery-murder. She was shot above the
thard Hicks, Linda Southard, and ville, to Robert Paul and Sue Schenck, Howard' McNear,
and pray. He was parked there (at the
left eye.
scene) praying."
Dale Clark Southard to Taylor Thompson Brandon, lot in Jack- Boris Karloff, Gabby Hayes,
The robbery netted the killer about
Charles Brackett, Alan Mowand Lorene Underhill, lot in Ca- son Acres Subdivision.
Mrs. Efryant was upset that her son was
$130, police said.
bray, • Charles Bancroft, EduarInvolved in the case. She blames it all dn
lloway County.
Goldie Varrow, Norris Varr- do Cianelli, William Goetz and
Mary Shipley appoints Rob ow, Judy and Larry Kelly, Mary
Rex Incrarn.
Bradley, power of attorney.
and Billy Taylor, and Catherine
Glenn Ed and McKeeler Pas. and Bobby Allen to Taylor and
dull, easement to East Fork Lorene Underhill, lot in Callo1969 produced some top-flight
Clarks River Watershed Coo- way County.
films: "True Grit," "Butch
servancy District, lot in CanaCassidy and the Sundance Kid,"
Maude H. Key to Buford L. "The Secret of Santa Vittoria,"
way County.
Goldie and Ralph Edwards, and Lillian Winchester, lots in "Anne of the Thousand Days,"
temporary easement to Et City of Murray.
"Hamlet," "They Shoot Horses,
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Thomas W. and Mabel C. Re- Don't They?" "Midnight CowFork Clark River Water
January 8, 1969
Roy
C.
Starks
apd
HowConservancy District, lot Iii Cs. dden to
boy," "The Sterile Cuckoo,"
ard B. Keene% lots in tovni.of "Goodbye Mr. Chips" and
noway County,
Well it looks as if winter
Finis M. Steele of Breckini Murray.
"Paint Your Wagon" among
is here with all the snow and ridge County to Mary S. Saul W. C. and Hermene 'Hutchens
, below zero temperature. Let's nooke of liseckinridge County. and Grates soil Jane Lampkins scores of others._
hone it doesn't get 20 •
of Benton, to•James L. and SuS
idt in CaEcruay County:
A sticky iron can be made
like we had in time past.
Robert M. and Susie Butter- Lovett and Homer and Robbie to operate 'st000thly
Mrs. Homer Paschall underif
run
worth to Louise Webb,,Lot in Holt, lot in -Calloway Cqunty. back and forth whileit ishot—
went surgery at Henry County Lakeyray Shores Inc
Eine Holland, deceased, toThover a paper on which salt has
Hospital Monday. We wish tor
Chesley and Edna Lee Wilson omas and Jane Lovett, lot in been sprinkled generously. ik
her a speedy recovery.
Calloway County.
Bro. and Mrs. Billy Gallimor
and children are ill with the flu.
Mr. an Mrs. Venter Paschall
and Mr. and Mrs.Coy Kuykendall
visited Mr, and Mrs. Oman Pasellen Sunday afternoon. Mr. Paschall shows no improvement and
cannot walk without help.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Sunday afternoon.
Mitch Sykes is
with chicken
Pox.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McNutt
and children visited friends in
-4"
Memphis over the weekend.
"HIS" AND "HERS" bikinis at* modeled in New York, a
R.
D.
with
a
cold.
Key
is
sick
product of designer_Rudi Gernreich, who came out with the
Mrs Grace McGee and daughatatling top!ess swimsuit .for daring females some years
ter, Janet, visited Mrs. Ruth
back. Unisex apparel, this sore' of thing is called. '
Hayes Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
visaed the R. D. Keys Wednes*
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Martin
and daughter visited the Warren
Sykes' Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
_and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Calls
'ore.
m
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins
A
and Mr& Berne Jenkins visited
Morris Jenkins' Sunday.
•
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and children visited Mr.- and
- Mrs. Sam Webb Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. HoWn Jones
visited Mrs. Gleanor Byars in
s
Murray Hospital Sunday. She suffered a stroke New Years Day
while spending the day in the
ro
••.(0,•,
home of Mr. and Mrt. Ralik
Darnell, along with Mr. and Mrs.
, Odie Morris,
Vernon Hugh...Paschall Is not so
.1
well at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs:Ralph Gallimore
THE EASIEST, SUREST WAY
visited Mr. and Mrs.Sammie GaIllrnore in Nashville New Years
TO HAVE THE MONEY
day.
It's caned a
The new enginewill still give you a
engine ,
_lasting
l powerful__
Bro. and *S. Billy Gallirnore
longer lotting
lasting thcri ,,hot?
., .
good 26 miles to a gallon of gas.
ta give the great gifts
and family and Susan Sykes visittonger.lasting ttjn dt old-engine,
It still takes pints of oil instead of
ed friends in AnnLston, Mo., last
you'll want to give
which in case you d. I't
n know, was' quarts:
Thursday.
one cil. the toughest.,,rgines around.',
It still abstains frolantifreeze.
Mr. and Mrs. Cferris Wilson
next Christmas is to
The new version is more
(Because it's still air-cooled.)
."
visited Mr. and Mrs.Tom Wilson
(Top speed:81
AndiCs still conveniently,joggled
Sunday afternoon,
.. arnPhti _."
JOIN OUR NEW 1970
mph-,:
It hos I.
Susan Sykes spent Wednesday
?etter ucce
in the rear for better lraction in mud
rgtion.
night and Thursday with Gail
And-most importa r, 4 Weighs the
LPHRISTMAS CLUB NOVVI
Barrow.
'some
Yes, oIl the things thcirnicide'our
.the older •ersion. So it. .an4ssiv
'doesn't hoe to wor--.as.hord to get
old package a hit last year are back
Paulists-Aect
you where you're g•,,.
again this year.
\EU' 1 OKI% (I 114);flinfil
,
Bo;the generaticr ';313 ends there:
k InclUding our old package: "
Thyriias F, Straiisk. C.:4.P.. a
ear-01.1 'wive of Nlitnatiloo.,
hag. liven 4-levied Presiden(w
t uIl
P.mlist Aber,.
the
1311.•
1.
sarlifir111 yrie'sts
-hr ft. ein Ilie Iidled
r••••••••wil•
_bete mbe r Of-FDLC
•„„P.i.C1.(i. Chestnut Murray, Kentucky,
••••••••••••.
•
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An amazing new ingredient
now comes in this familiar package.
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HAVE YOU
ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL!
THEY'LL BRING YOU EXTRA CASH
Rugs
Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks
Jewelry
Bicycles
TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish PolesUsed Cars
Auto Tires
Aquariums
Row Boats
Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks
, Refrigerators
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fish% Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equippent
Musical Instrunients
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipments
Children's.P.Iaythings
, Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets
NOTHING WILL SELL IT FASTER
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THE LEDGER, Is TIMMS_

-DSTROIT"(UPI): A Canadian township, thirsty
for revenue, is threateging to cut off a portion of
Detroit's water supply for nonpayment of taxes.
Two Canadian courts have ruled that Detroit
must pay' $270,000 to the township of Sandwich
West or have its massive -bIghting Island waterintake plant seised for arrears. Fighting Island is
on the Canadian side of the Detroit River,
,
The dispute began in 1987 when an alert tax
assessor in Sandwich West asked why the township
wasn't collecting taxes from the kfotor City.
Finding no answer, assessor Michael Quinn sent
Detroit a bill for $90,000. Detroit refused to pat,
but Quinn kept sending bills—three Of them now
amounting to $270,000.
Detroit took the matter to the Ontario Supreme
Court and the Ontario Appeals Court and lost both
times. It has one more chance to prove its contention that one municipality can't tax another
even if they are in different countries—in the
Canadian Supreme Court.

PARIS, Tenn. Jan. 13. —
State Representative W. J.
Neese (D-Paris) Tuesday
criticized Dirt. Atty. Gen. W. R.
Kintcn of Trenton for cracking
down an the sale of liquor by
private clubs in Henry County
when, according to Mr. Neese,
nr:vate clubs in Kinton's home
county are selling liquor.

"When 15 to 20 clubs are
running wild in his county
and he clamps down on the
private clubs in Henry County," said Mr. Neese, "I don't
think that is equal protection
under the law.
Mr. Kinton issued his directive Sept. 4, at which time he
said he was considering similar action in gibson. Crockett
and Haywood counties over
By UNITED PRESS bilTERNATIONAL
which he also has jurisdiction.
He said he was taking the
LAGOS, Nigeria — Gen. Yakubu Gowon, rejecting offers of action because the law "illould
foreign aid for stricken survivors in conquered Biafra:
apply to all Men equally."
"LM them keep their blood money. . we don't want their
The directive reportedly resulted in sizable cuts in charity
help; we 1111 do it ourselves," ,
Projects usually underwritten
WASHINGTON - Dr. Hugh J. Davis, assailing the indiscrimin- by some of the County's priate use of contraceptive pills in testimony prepared for a con- vate clubs whose main source
of revenue has been liquor
grefz1onS1 bear*
"rine million American women are consuming these corn- sales.
-Mr. Kinton. who said his acthe
pouOds almost as automatically as thicken eating corn.
tion in Henry County was takds of long-term use of these systemic agents look increasha
en in part at the request of
ing ominous."
local law enforcement offihis
dials, said when he issued
inTsrs-frs-cor
isfy
CAGO
James E—Ilialason,iktonzated-beza -of Yietnam,.--m-e-dire.moref
tiotion his boyhood in Chicago's street gangs:
nation was not unique.
now...
e than half my friends from the old days are
One apparent result of the
anybody."
life isn't a good life for
difective has been activity
here to call a.local option elecGTON.Sen. J. William Fulbright, D - Ark., criticizing tion to give Paris residents a
President Spiro T. Agnew's conduct on his current Zsian chance to legalize *the sale of
whisky in their city.
Petitions were being circue's feeling his oats and he's getting himself and others
ouble in the process. tie's making promises he can't fulfill... lated Tuesday which ask for
the referendum. About 250 sigbe has a bad case of the big head."
natures — 10 per cent of the
Paris residents who voted in
the last gubernatorial election
— are needed for the call.
Three countywide referen-

1

Quotes From The News

$ stiown in
size that
tliose days
winalkt
at _time.

dtuns since World War II have
seen voters rejectliquor.

MUNA•lf, ILZXT1LICIT

SWIFT'S PREMIUM PROTEIN

CHOCK ROAST
FIRST CUT

LB. 490
LOIN MIXED

PORK CHOPS
JOWL
L.
390
PURE
PORK
GROUND
CHOPS
BEEF
-L..9$

LB. 190 I BY THE PIECE

CENTER CUT

APPLE PIES
GREEN PEAS
ORANGE JUICE
POT PIES

Frosty Acres
Frosty Acres - 10-oz.
Frosty Acres - 6-oz.

Banquet - Beef, Chicken

29 CELERY
Igo ORANGES
19° BANANAS
5 F.. 990
POTATOES
SUNSHINE

Mink makers •
BERGEN, Norway ([Fl) The Scandinavian countries non
produce more than 50 In' cent
of all mink skins in the nod&
•atcording to the Scandinavian
Mink Associatioo.
The estimated -value of mink
skins produced in Norndy, Stec- '
den, Denmark and Finland in
1969 is almost $143 million.
Skins produced number !rein eel
9 million and 10 million.
* * *

Venture capital in demand

AN OLD ITALIAN CUSTOM— An Italian policeman handling a
manumental traffic problem in Rome is given a live rooster
by a pedestrian on the Day of Epiphany, rhich traditionally
commemorates the coming of the Magi to Jean, at Bethlelcem. Italians mark the occalion by presenting gifts to police
t Cabiephoto
.qfficers. s

WASIIINGTors;(I 1'1)
tilone'y conditions and related
developments in the nation
financial and securities' markets
'have increased the demand for
venture capital; ateording to I Ton
A. Christensen, presialent id
Greater ,Washington hiveston,.
•
'
Christensen said,an increasing
number orcompanies are turning
to the venture capital indiasin
for their financing rcquireinenis
as a result of tight money conditions. These coinpanies includi
established firms that uauall)
rely on bank financing as well as
new enterprises that plan to
go public;

GgRBERS STRAINED

IN

28, 1770, to quote a'
*
A in a series. fan

°• -, 19th century British historian, "cornrnenced the long administration of Lord North,
Inuring which the American eoionies were lost:
The fatal judgment and obstinacy which led to

such a dtaastrous result can scarcely be
thought of in our time witkpatience
Yet, strange to say, the head of the
cabinet which carried oil the wretched
contest, was undeniably one of the most
amiable and pleasant-natured men in
existence."
Later-day research,- epitomised by
Prof. Wilica.s.91„1,Iniversity of Michigan
. in an enlightening chapter of The Historian as IDeteetive, edited by Robin V/.
Winks (Harper & Row), is leas kind to
th.iBn Gormiii in chaste to Iona ac
cabinet of ministers in the month
( though the king was unaware of it at
the time) fOrceful resistance to royal
authority produced signal bloodaged in
the Colonies (at Golden Hill, New TOrkl.
Clearly, the struggle began with Britain having all the advantages for victory. Prof. Willcox, wondering how
Britain managed to lose the war.
searched Contemporary documents from
London arid the Colonies. He concluded
one primary factor in British defeat was
"the politionl weakness of Lord North's
administration." In strongOep phraseology. North's ministry was marked by a
combination of stupidity and stubbornness toward the colonists. North'. first
significant actin was a motion in Parliament to repealghe duties on colonial Im' ports imposed In 1787. with the exception of tea. He insisted a tea tax be
kept as an assertion of the supremacy
of Parliament, He was deaf to inc objection that the reservation of this single

rly ragrating of Frederick North. The @Wiest
of Earl of Ontiford was 'flown by the lours itle of Lord North lentil his father's death
IVO. As Otford alumnus and member of_Par• at at It, b w a* a lord of the treasury sad
keetrwrm
"Ifvtrhrqisrr vien--Ittoronativir premoms—ierrienrittuttr
,
mister under Ororice HI it age SA.
.0
0._ "Pic).iV4.4
.
1

ropyrketit e ire

Cl.ak Kinnaird

Distribuied by King

reitures itltdIreite

JOWL

BABY FOOD
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE CREAM

White Cobbler

LB.

UNSLICED

PORK
LIVER
LB. 190
1.0-It

,
.

PAM
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Single-family areas
may.bon way out

TV CAMEOS: Pat Pauhrn

Pat's Success? "Timing and Luck'
By MB. HEIMER
PAT PAULSEN may or may
not be the funniest man in the
world. Arguments over humor
have split the world for centuries; for every Marx-brother
aficionado, there is someone
wilo thinks the Smothers brothhilarious.
ers
are
Nobody
agrees.
What makes a case such as
Paulsen's peculiar to the observer, however, is that, since
thousands DO think him a comic genius, how come,his discovery took so long? Why WP.S it
that he had to work (a) as a
photostat machine operator, and
(b) in a gypsum plant, for
years before he hit it big?
• • •
"ITS JUST timing and luck,"
the candid, low-key Pat says
with a shrug. "Lord knows I'm
no different than when i was
struggling in little joints with
no customers. Maybe I was
even better then." He holds up
his hands philosophically. "You
just have to be in the right
place at the right time."
After long years, Paulsen
just happened to be in su-n a
place, so these days he is taping the beginning segments of
ABC-TV's new comedy series,
"Pat Paulsen's Half a Comedy
HOnr." In tro short years, due
chiefly to his exposure on the
Smothers show (in his first
meeting with the brothers,
whom he ultimately more or

MURRIY, KENTUCKY

By NORMAN KEMPSTEli
:ASHINGTON (UN) — The
Urban Land Institute says
planned unit -developthent -- a
combination of garden apartments, town houses, single family homes and ,parkland -- may
soon replace the single family
neighborhood as. the .primary
residential community of the
future.
The Institute, a Washingtonbased research organization,

ago, only 80 cities had such other features of the single (may neigliborhood.
ordinances.
The Corianierct Department
The report showed that.
83
per cent of the cities surveyed reported recently that 45 per
with more than 250,000 popu cent of the new housing
units
lation and 63 per cent of the built in the first 10 months
thinks planned unit develop- cities with over 50,000 populii of this year
were apartments
ments (PUD) preserve the cha- tion now have _KID zone or- or other
multi-family:dwe
racter of a residential neIghbOr- dinances on the books:
The multi-family share of the
hood but permit more families
An Institute spokesman said market Was just 35 per cent
to live comfortably on a given the swing to PUD zoning is two veers ago.
amount of land.
significant because there seems
In a recent publication, the little doubt that more and more
Urban Land'Institutepredicts
Institute said 1,648 out of 3,336 Americans will be living in apart- increased use of planned unit
cities and other governmehtal ments in the future.
development zoning in the suunits responding to a survey, He said the remaining ques- burbs of the future ag land behave adopted ordinances per- tion is Whether the apartnients comes more valuable miles away
of the future will be stark high from the city core.
rises or units which retain the
In addition, the Institute bemitting PUD zoning, A decade parking space, landscaping and lieves that as single-family home!)

deteriolste in older city neighborhooas, they will be increasingly replaced by apartments.
The Institute hopes many of
those developments will be part
of planned units.
Congress has set a goal for
construction of 26 million }lousing units by 40)78. With current construction averaging only
about half the needed pace.
something will have to be done
to increase output. It seeing
probable that an increasing share
of the new housing market will'
go to apartments.
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Thousands upon thousands
of satisfied customers agree...

5-83
acre woodi
Munn
caresnic in

fe61$. BELA
be*
air, can
baths, kitch
doors and wi
80' x 220'
1520 CATAl
brick with
draperies, ca
ic baths, kite
ML Arad
Owner will I

Shown with an autographed photo of an old admirer
is Pat Paulson,.- the South Bead, Wash., soul whose
unique presidential campaign marked 196$ politics.

and raised in San Francisco, saying things like 'Ladees and
Paulsen never griped over the gen'I'mun, let's have a big hand
endless seasons it took to make for this very wunnerful singthe big time. "I chose It," he er
Paulsen's big hope, he says.
says simply. "Nobody made me
dwarfed.An told.the=
thatnotytie-sonte-goott-yng
Wriefar business:-1—watr
needed comedy on their show),
reasonablz fit. I could have performers will be stars as a
he has b e c b m e nationally
result of being on his show.
worked in the post office."
known. Helped along, of coursh,
Pat and Nell Risen, his ex- "That's something I'd get a real
„. by a saturation publicity camkick out of," he says. "I almost
\paign last. fall involving his ecutive producer, shied away
from a TV series for a while can predict one star now: Bob
running. for president
until ABC offered them the Einstein, my head writer. Vices
• • •
going to double as a performer.
THE RIGHT place for Pat wide-open freedom they have
He's the brother of Charley
was a swinging Glendale. Calif., on this one. "I'm not so hung
Einstein, the sports book
saloon. called the Ice House, up or desperate about it being
writer."
where the director of the Smoth- successful," Pat says with an• • 11
ers show caught his act. When other shrug. "I just like the
WITH HIS wife Betty Jane,
he started to use Pat, the sad- idea of going any old way. An
eyed comic came on first as a interview with Hubert Humph- Pat lives in Studio City, Calif.,
famous celebrity friend of the rey about being losers. An in- where their three children get
brothers—a car parker — and terview with Daffy Duck about a soft-pedaling about their, falater, of course, started reading a book he's w ri t ten called ther being a big name. "Maybe
his famous editorials, such as 'Quack Like Me.' An appear- It's not necessary,' Pat says
his war on poverty: "We can ance of The Fathers' rock thoughtfully. "Already my tenwin the war on poverty by group. Oddball stuff, you know. year-old. Terry, has told me
"I just can't see me doing a gravely, 'Dad—please don't try
shooting 400 beggars a week."
Born in South Bend, Wash., regular-type variety hour and to be funny at home.'"
Distributed by Wag Tuataras Trattleste

Pat
,
.
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Rib Steak El°n"n Lb.980
Boneless

Check Roast Lb-780
Enslish Cut

Check Roast Lt 680
3 Lb. Pk" Or More

Hamburger.

All

Lb 59t

SupseRight 12 Oz. Pkg.

Ai
,
A

Skinless Franks 45c
3 Or Mare LB.

Ground Beef

Chicken Parts c/Rib Attsch.d

Lb-69c

Whole Breast Li 680
CALLS FOR ABOLITION

nation's laws against tolerant attitude he said the
e
ublication of pornography. public now holds toward such
BONN (UPI— West German Jahn said in an interview the matters.
Justice Minister Gerhard Jahn nation's lawsmakers must take
called Sunday for abolition of into consideration the more
FIYIS Feseher
HIGH POINT, N.C. (UPI)—
Except for airline employees, it
would be hard to find ariyone
NOTICE
who does more flying than Dr.
'Tom Haggai, a Baptist minister
)asgai,
i
,
1,
11tihn's
a prohere. Dr.
Ike speaker, flies
fessional
.
about 365,000 miles a
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
C...'
sale two

)TVA TIMBER FOR SALE -

tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber
containing
an estimated 501,000 beard feet. The timber
is located
in Land Between the Lakes. One tract is in Trigg
geunfy, Kentucky, approximately S miles south of
Golden
Pond, Kentucky; the other tract is in Stewart
County,
Tenneesee,.approximately 5 miles northwest of Dover,
Tennessee.
,
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management

Section, Land Betwen the Lakes. Tennesse Valley Authority, G-Ilden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a m Central
Standard Time, January 27, 1970
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber should contact the above office. Office hours are
.7:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the forester hi charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky, telephone number (area code 502)
P24Mot

Lutheran oversees relief
NEW YORK (UPI)—Directors
of Lutheran World Relief have
allocated nearly $450,000 for ,2
use overseas in 1970, including
$250,000 for relief and rehabilitation in
Nigeria-Biafra- anci
$140,000 for programs and personnel-in Vietnam. Also ear.
marked was $54,234 for projects
in Hong Kong, India,'Brazil,
Tanzania anti Zambia.
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Oranges

10E- 49C
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Oranges
Washington Rid Or Golden

Delicious Apples
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Onions
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LB.
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Saltines
simft,
Potted Meats
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Boxes

I
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White Potatoes

$44

Jane Parker
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BAD NEWS Spec:- to Robert.
Larrence. 27._ AtInnta.
Liiits with repprters in Saigon. where he is in ii?t wittier
over charging '011 television
that s^unsored news is broad.cast to servicemen in South
Vietnant. - (.7origress brdered
an' investigation. Lawrence
raid 'he would seek _civilian
legal aid'.over a •;astist
ordere41 for an vitt Her
Incisive* in sr. It c Is he is
)iasgspl ss ith'reLusiau.: an vi -•
I I.•r by .1. it in-commissoined
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my deep
appreciation and thanks for
many prayers, cards, and
SASSENHEIM, Holland
letters while I was a patient at
Hospital, Nash- (UPI) -. Two 'cars were, comVanderbilt
the
1965 VOLKSWAGEN deluxe sei y wrecked within eight
cttl
Tenn. May God's richest e:a
dan, excellent condition, radio, ville,
while being /riven ly
-upon each of yam
be
Univ.
heater, air. Price $875. Call 753W. T. (Margaret) Lieabeth Pit, but the -20-yearMn.
.1-15-C
8947.
1TC ol8 kindergarten teacher aimed Downs

uninjured each time.

1969 FAIRLANE four door se- Marshmallow
Early in the afternoon Miss
dan. Air, power steering, V-8 lure fiab
Pit, who ..has held a driver's
engine, automatic transmission.
for two years, was drivLINCOLN, Neb. (UP!) -• license
Like new. Two tone, green /
ing her own car when it was in
leaning sidi. Walls DTUge.
Lake
ishermen
at
McConaughy
white. $2395.00. Parker Ford
a collision that demolished the
Inc., 7th and Main Street. 'n southwestern Nebraska have car but left Miss Pit unscathed.
3-16-C uccessfully used marshmallows In the evening, she borrowed
1970 CALENDAR De
Standi Phone 753-6273.
s bait for rainbow trout, acdrive.
ording to the state Game and her father's car for a
1969 MARK I, 351 engine, au- arks Commission.
Same result.
tomatic transmission, console,
wide oval tires, new car trade
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- in. Lose mileage. $2895. Parker
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. Ford, Inc., 7th and Main. Phone
Trl 1 OR 1U onva
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3174 753-5273.
3-164
011'3 WW1 now"
2-Gorldess of
_ACROSS
Lynnville, Kentucky. Jan.-20C
lid 7110r1U1i3-1;)

UAL IMITAVII FOS WWI

COME PROPERTY--Practic- NICE FURNISHED apartment PIANOS, GUTTARS, banjos and PiCE-UP, delivery service offernew brick tri,plex located for three or four college boys. others. Christmas special, used ed on shoe shines at Hornto downtown Murree!. Also nice private room with kit- Baldwin, also 5 root Baby buckle's Bather Shop. (When
you have 5 or more pair.) Call
apartment has 2 bedrooms chen privileges. Phone 753-5865 Grand. Reed's Murk, Hwy
TINC
ceramic bath, drapes, air days, or 753-5108 after 4:00 p. Phone 5270555, Benton, Hy. 753-3686.
•
and electric range. m.
TFC
511 BELMONTE DRIVE-3brick with family room, FURNISHED HOUSE for col.
ceramic baths, central heat, lege boys. Also furnished gs••, bunt-in range, dish- rage apartment for two college
J-16-C
her, disposal drapes, 2-car boys. Phone 753-3040.
arage.
TWO-BEDROOM
unfurniahed
ESTWOOD SUDBIVISION - house. Prefer couple. Tobacco
brick with central base for rent or lease. Phone MDLED GRASS HAY. 60e at
. healing
moaAA
barn; 75e delivered. Billington3-Fuss
1 -Shakespearian
and air, 2 ceramic baths, 753-3620.
GLORIA (Doodle) Latimer is 1968 CHEVROLET Caprice, two
4•Feets sorry for
NEV.111
king
CO
753Phone
Tractor
Co.
Forme
panelled Manny room, carto
engine,
-Pertaining
autoV-8
hardtop,
door
5
ill
5.1s
now employed at the MurraY
rim ORM AlACEI
3-13-C
a court
9-Container
Mobile Home 2532.
, kitchen built-ins, carcondiair
transmission,
matic
MOB
(1111 a:4R cjj MN
Beauty Salon. She invitee all
6-Prefix: not
12-Military
Park located on No. 113th St,
mu
outside storage.
aii'
7-5a11 behind
assistant
of her friends to call her there tioning, power steering and
mi
111•WiMar vehicle
um/
134Aouratains of
will have two mobile homes
claw
light
vinyl
roof,
Black
753-3142.
an
for
appointment,
on
home
3-BEDROOM
9-Prohibited
Europe .••
WNW UOUUM
available for the spring semesJ-20-C green paint. Local one owner. 14-Man's Nieuwe, 10-Encourage
acre wooded ka, opts 3 miles ter. Only two minutes from
074WWEINal OW-4
11 -Obtains
Siding
15•Ur5e fonwird
and
Roofing
Inc.,
Parker
DUN-RITE
7th
Ford
$2495.00.
11010101 UMU
garage,
Murray. Has 2
goddess. 16-Wipes out
pus. Married couples only.
Co. Shingle and roll roofing and
and Maim Street. Phone 753- 17-Earth
OWN UNWO r31112
18-Openwork %brie 20-Sure
ceramic bathe, aispeting, kit- or appointment to inspect
siding.
22-Printer's
19-Man's name
Aluminum
repairs.
5273.
CARD
3-16-C
OF
THANKS
en built-ins, plus aihrge den hone 436-5883. 753-7905 or 753-measure
-21,0spressions--Guaranteed, warless axe h I p. . We wish to express our sin23•Heating devices 23-Matter for fire
with fireplace.
J-19-C
Feb.-3-C cere thanks and appreciation to
40-Gloss
7770.
prioosPlon
Phone
2443Id
480-3815.
point
27-Compass
1968 FORD four door sedan, V-8 28-Single
1815. BELBIoN'rt DRIVE-3container
Dertda.cse"'e
4 ll
90
5
25-A state (abbr.)
items
thoie
thoughtful
90
who
were
heat
-law
in
26-Bishopric
43-French
transmission,
automatic
central
29-Things.
engine,
56 Ventilate
bedroom brick with
furnished garage
ROOM
FOUR
and
to
our
lose
helping
kind,
article
•
31.Condensed
30-Neckpieces
57
CornOas5
air conditioning, power steerand air, carpeting, 1% ceramic
point
apattment Located at 714% 1969 SINGER Golden ftip-o-mat32-Peri00s of time 45-Negative
sorrow in the 1065 of our dear ing. White / blue trim. Only 34-moisture
L atin
baths, kitchen built-ins storm
47 Fewest
753-2812.'lc Zig-Zag sewing machine Ful33-Direction
• 58iSartch
phone
or
St.,
Poplar
father
and
Conrad
grandfather,
conjunction
-•
Parker
Ford,
Inc..
$1895.00.
doors and windows, carport, and
Security
48
'Earth
61
part
36-Footlike
or
cash
ly guaranteed. $53.47
35-Group of seven
C. Billington.
goddess
7th & Main Street. Phcne 75349 Partner
37.Skodding
80' x 220' It.
(S4)
terms. Write Credit Manager,
38-Note of scale
5273.
3-16-C
1620 CATALINA - 3-bedroom ROOMS FOR girls. Air condi- Post Office Box 51, Paris, TenSpecial
thanks
ane
to
friends
stroke
39-Tennis
brick with central heat and air, tioned, electric hest, Private en- nessee. Phone 642-7757. 3-15-C •SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If neighbors for the food and bea41-Ocean
you are experiencing difficul42-Spanish pots
draperies, carpeting, 1% ceram- trance, cooking privileges, 1603
utiful flowers, each card and 1964 FAIRLANE four door six•
ties
your
call
septic
with
tank
ic baths, kitchen built-ins, germ College rani Road. Phone 753
n st
wordmad
pesner.-Ifet
ftn
tenet*, etandleret trans- 413Director's
, year probleent may be
J-I9-C
doors and ecinclows. Caranti 2877.
ther Gerald Owen, Brother Otis Mi99i0(1, radio. Two tone paint.
stick
by
simply
solved
out
pumping
Owner will trade for farm proyour tank. Call Steely & By- Jones for their consoling words, Only $595.00. Parker Ford, Inc. 51.Want
10' x 50' MOBILE HOME, niceperty.
music.
more oil, gas num, Southside Shopping Cent- to Doctor Donald Hughes for 7th & Main Street. Phone 753- 52-ln
high
INCOME PROPERTY EN HAZ- ly furnished. Located two miles WE HAVE a few
at
the
=73.
his
nurses
the
services,
'J,16-C
heatelectric
220
and
110
53.Printer's
er, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
east of Murray. Families Pre- and
EL:
measure
Murray-Calloway County HosAlso electric blankets. U
3-BEDROOM frame home with ferred. Contact 762-3737, 8:30 ers.
of
-55-Natives
and
the
pital
all
doctors,
nurses
Christfor
Mini-bike
a
got
3-19-P
you
in.
p.
4:00
to
in.
a.
lamest
1964
CHEVROLET
Impala two
asbestos siding. Has good 3TREE SURGEON. Evergreens at Madisonville Hospital. The
them
for
radios
continent
have
we
mas,
door hardtop, V-8 engine, autoroom garage apartment attach- 12 MONTH LEASE on furnishat special prices. Carravray Fur- trimmed or removed. Land- -singers, the Max H. Churchill matic tranemiasion, two tone, 59-Sick
ed.
60-Sinks'in'MUctle
ed apartment, one block from niture, 103 North 3rd. .145-C scaping. Yard care. For them Funeral Home for their services blue
/ white. New car trade in. 62-Baseball team
2-BAY Service Station on US university. $135.00 per month
slandered.
services
call
Kelley's
Termite
$795.00. Palter Ford Inc. 7th 63-Caustic
641, in Hazel. A good and pro- plus utilities. Must pay six mon USED CB RADIOS and anten- and Pest
Conrtol 753-3914, insubstance
& Man. Phone 7534273. 3-16-C 64-Allowance
fitable business is currently be- ths rent in advance. Shown by nas, base and mobile. Multiple cited
for
may
and
thanks
100
say
South
13th
we
Street. ' Again
ing operated at this location. appointment only. John Pasco channels. Both for $110. Call
waste
richest blessings be with
H4-144
God's
on
65-Developed
home
FRAME
-BEDROOM
2
1-15-P
J-19-C 753-1748. Must sell.
753-2649.
blacktop road, 3% miles S. E.
WILL DO BABY sitting full 7011
The Children and 1961 RAMBLER stance, wagon,
of Murray. A real buy at $5,500.
factory air. Phone 753-6542.
tines, also do light house keepgrandchildren
2-BEDROOM FRAME home in
ing. Phone 753-6407.
J-15-NC
3-16-C
Almo. Well maintained, has
storm doors and windows, ga
NEATLY FURNISHED two-bedInge and 3/4 acre kit.
43 ACRE FARM with good 2 room apartment. Den and kitchbedroom frame home. 14 acre en combination, located 100
corn base and 1.24 acre tobse- South lath Street. Kelly's Peel
J-16-C
co base. Located approximately Control.
IT 15 5A1D-4 miles from Murray.
apart
duplex
THAT ABRAHAM
TWO-BEDROOM
90 ACRE FARM near New Pro- merits, central heat and air,
LINCOLN ONCE
vidence.
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
WALKED THROU6H
110 ACRES on blacktop road.
carpet ilifintsbout. GUI or au
A BLIZZARD TO
approximately 10 miles S. Z. Gene Steely, Southside Shop- AIR" OSIER 'anima" cpers;
RETURN A
service shoes, size
white
pair
•Murray
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
will do baby sitting
BORROWED
J-21-C 64 B; also
gPECIAL OFFERING--Fine res. 753-7850.
In my home. Phone 753.2620
BOOK
idential lots in Fairview Acres,
3-15-C
Jackson Acres and Lynnwood
Estates. Also, see us about a
IIVING ROOM furniture, like
new home in one of these sub- CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, new. Six-piece bedroom suite,
divisions with attractive tome 5.00 p. in. to 11 p. in., male or Woe new. Two drawer, two door
Mg available to qualified buy- female. Apply in person to Dart tiling cabinet. Electric washer,
ers.
Castle, Chestnut Street. No large size. All less than three
TO BUY--see us. TO Sri-1- phone calls please.
TFC years old. RCA console televisnd with us.
ion. Must be sold by Wednesday,
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th WANTED: Seamstress, full night. Can be seen at 1608 Col& Maple Street. Phone 753-7333. time. Boone Laundry & Clean- lege Farm Road. Phone 753J-15-C
Home phones: Fulton Young, ers. 606 Main Street
1-14-C YG&R€-NOT PAY 1 N
5553.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753Waitress. Apply in
WANTED:
1534.
ANY ATTENTION TO
person at Hazel Cafe, or phone
H3-16-C 4924785.
3-15-C 1969 TOWN & Country mobile
ME, ARE YOU?
home, 12' a 65'. Spanish motif,
•INILNTED: General office work- two oversized bedrooms, each
REDUCED for quick sale. Own- er. Must be fast ,and accurate with private bath, overhead
er leaving Murray, imam_1st.
typist. Mature perion prefer- beams in living room, cm-pet in
Two-beiroom home with extra red. Send resume to P. 0. Box
living room and bedrooms. This
large living and dining roam.
J-15-C home cost $8,000.00 less than
32-T,. Murray, Ky.
Newly redecorated. Shag car10 months ago. We have paid
peting throughout, beautiful WANTED: Service station at$2500.00 •ratt on it. For a smal!
draperies and wall paper, elec- tendant. Experience necessary.
fraction of this amount it can
tric heat and air-conditioning. Must furnish references. Trotbe yours. Phone 753-7950 after
New Frigidaire aPPliances, in- ten Gulf Service, South 12th
2:00 p.
cludes range with self-cleaning Street.
3-14-C
crven, refigerator with vertical
•••••ee
's Sys, V $ Sr
WAREHOUSE liquidation half
•,,,O by 1.1noed Possy•• $ysirry isc
freeser and automatic ice mak- UGH! Those January Bills. Re- Price. sal, or -more. All new
friala furniture featuring Jamison box
er, also dishwasher and garbage lax-you can pay'
disposal. This ls an interior your earnings as an Avon Rep springs and mattress set, regudecorators home and mud be resentative-find out how right lar $150.00 now only $79.50.
seen to be appreciated. 930 II now-call quickly-Mrs. Evelyn
atom-White Building, DixieL. Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady land Shoppiag Cehter, Murray.
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064
I'M THE GRATEFUL ONE,SENATOR
TO BE
SENATOR,THIS IS
THAI'S REAL. NICE OF YOU.
4773 after 5:00 p• ib. for apH-J-16-C
MATTIE SHACKLEFORD,
GRATEFUL
SCRAPPLE-0-1 JuST KNOWI CAN
5AM-At4' -IM GONNA NEED
Jan.-33-C Phone 965-3363.
pointment
SENATOR SCRAPPLE
IF )0U'D STAY BE OF HELP TO YOU SC-CRETARY FOR THE
ALL THE HELP I CAN GET!
BIG SNOW, Low 'Pikes- N e w ARRIVE IN WASHiNGTON
LATE SENATOR TNROGMAY. 014 MISS
shipment carpet. Our best ny-N,„,...
SHACKLEWE THOUGHT %VD LIKE
POUR-BEDROOM green stained
lon Pile carnet; $3-91/ sq. Yd ;( YOU DON'T KNOW TtnE
FORD.
TO KEEP HER AS NtouR
heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd.; heavy ROPES ASO I 00,SENATOR
A.trium house. Central best and
CHIEF OF STAFF.
cut pile, $3.95 sq. yd.; indoor- ANY' dialESTIONS )IDU GOT.
air, carpeted, double garage,
outdoor, $3.95 sq. yd.; commer- DebEND ON OL'SAM
fireplace, large court yard, city
cial type Hi-Density rubber TREMBLAY FOR THE
school distrkt. Phone 753-8E13
. ANSWERS.
beck, $3.95 sq. yd.; remnants,
3-1
hall runners, cut offs, bath room
Pieces. $1.99 sq. yd.; and $2.9
sq. yd. a&E selection. Come see
WANTED: January 6, 1970, co it unrolled while it lasts. Paspies of the Ledger & Times. chall's Discount House, Hazel,
1TP
Please bring by the office ea Ky., 492-9733.
TIFNC
. Street.
North 491
BIBLE,
$6.50.
Cooker
liCiLY
WANTED: Weeping pigs for se Fryer by Mun.sey, $6.00. Desk
PTA project. Phone 753-7630. Lamp, $3.00. Wheelbarrow planter, $4.00. 'Bird feeders, $6.00.
41'
3-1644C
Phone 753-1712.

SENIOR CITIZENS-Save money on your prescriptions. No
matter what the drug. No matter Who the Doctor. We will
save you money. Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy. All prescriptions filled by a registered
Pharmacist-Save with- Safe-T.

HORNBUCKLES BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Stroot

Phone 1S3 36$5

OFFERING ALL SERVICES.
HAIRCUTS
SHAVES
•
•-•
•
•
tn.
SHAhiPbc)

•••
•
•

75e
6.5e
65e

•EMERAUDE. EMERAUDE, Emeraude, spray mist special..
Jitst an'Ived from, Coty Cosinetics. Holland Drug. .1-16-C
500 BALES geed,Jsp1131c Will
deliver it necessary. Phb1in''r53'S97a •

IP YO'-vuLer•KETCHES
AN' MARRIES UP WIF
PAPP1 IN Tj-I IS RACEWILL 90'MR1441111X
`10RE. CUSTOM - --

-0'HAVI NrA NATC14ERINH-.NO TRUE HUSBIN WOULD
A. A GAL TO GIVE P HER CAM,"ff
CHILE.,EVRY
'SPRING - LIKE
CLOCKWORK?

THE LEDGRE &

TIME5 - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
•
Munest h set
Puryear.
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
She was born April 9, 1877 in
world's smallest black and white
Henry County the daughter of the
portable television set weighs
late James J. Buchanan and
1-1/3 pounds and has a screen
Symatha Bucy Buchanan. She
size of 1-1/2 inches. The picwas married to Giles F. Lamb
ture tube is 4-1/2 inches Jong
and he preceded her in death in
and virtually all_the component
1961.
of the Panasonic set are packed
Mrs. Giles F. Lamb of Evaninto eight miniature integrated sville, Ind. died Monday at 12:45
two
include
circuits, according to the de- a.m. in a nursing home there. She Survivors
daughters, Mrs Eva L. Splawn
veloper (Panasonic).
was 92.
Funeral services will be held and Mrs. Cordie Miles of
For the past several days our
Wednesday at 1 a.m. at McEvoy Evansville; two sisters Mrs.
boots have cane in handy with
LOS ANGELES(UPI)- Billy
Funeral Home in Puryear. Burial Gaston Bucy of Puryear and Mrs.
all the snow and slush. As Hal.
says,
all
Ellis
Angeles
the
be in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Mattie Younger of Paducah;
only
the
Los
trouwon
Casper
Ines
with
boots is they are so Open by beating Hale Irwin to near Hazel, Ky. The body is at three grandchildren and seven
tile
warm and comfortable a per- a sudden-death playoff.'
McEvoy Funeral Home In great grandchildren.
son gets used to thim. We went
back tb regular shoes today
since most walks and streets
have been cleared.
•

(Continued Preaa.Pese
Beth, daughter dr Kr. and
Mn. James Gearisonje in Frets
ch Club, tamouree of Bata Club,
vice-president of Deena Club,
editor of the COLT, co-editor
of the Yearbook, treasurer of
the Student Council, and has
'served as Pep Club seeretery.
She is treasurer of the senior
elms and was elected basketball queen her junior y.
Peter, on of Mr. and Mrs.
Boris Schiel, is a member of
French Club, Beta Club, Drama
Club, Library Club, the COLT
staff, Yearbook staff, is reporter of F. B. L A. and serves as
Seadent..Council president.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Thompson, Amy is on
the Yearbook Staff, Student
Comic% Drama Club, secretary,
French Club vice-president, end
serves as president of F. B. L
A. Amy was also elected senior
elm fes orite.
Freshman else/ Imaging*
Kire'
Russell, &Odder
Mr.
endMrs. Eugene Rusailifitentl
Dan Robertson.
Sophomore favorites are Nancy Kursave, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Randolph Kursive and
Kenny Horn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Hors.
Debbie Eldridge and Dennis
Richeraon are junior clan favorites. Debbie is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eldridge and Dennis is the soli
OS Mr. Gerald Racherson.
Amy Timms= and Steve
Willoughby were elected Mar
IOC clan 1avotill111.....—.

Nesstinued Fran Pees 11

in the sixth. Henderson County
would become a separate judicial district
A second would create a new
judicial district comprising Boyle and Mercer Counties.
Other bills introduced Tuesday would:
-Require persons purchasing
grain for resale in Kentucky to
require a license front the State
Department of Agriculture.
-Require licensing and supervision of professional engineers end land surveyors, introduced by Rep. John Rickert, D-Elizabeibtovrn.
--Increase the salaries of county court darks,
court
clerks, sheriffs and-eounty__M. Miss Ruth Cole has been
a Red
torneys, fanning:ad by Rep. Cross Volunteer
for 25 years,
John Swinford, D-Cynthiana.
Marvin Wrather has served for
-Set regulations for common so years and Mrs.
Susie McDecouncil members in cities of the vitt for 50 years.
Hats off to
third clam, introduced by Rep. these fine folks for their years
Guy Lov ins, D-Murray.
of service.
...Allow public school teachers a duty-free lunch period of The National Red Cross
gave
at least 30 minutes and a daily Calloway County approximately
planning period of at least 40 $10,000 in the 1964 tornado and
minutes. It was among six bills $4,356.01 in the 1968 tornado
introduced Tuesday pertaining Calloway eniffey's contribution
to education.
for the Hurricane Camille dl,A House resolution introduc- ▪
totaled $763.59. This came
ed by Rep. Carl J. Ruh, D-Fort from individuals.
Mitchell, would direct the Legislative Research Commission If you want to protect your
(MC) to make a comprehen- hettly you can give blood in
sive study of the electioe laws Marshall or Graves county when
of the Commonwealth.
the Bloodmobile is there. This
entitles your family to all the
blood they might need. You
will save alsout_V5.00 a pint
ci-EM
is needed.

arcutt

a

Job done
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Director Billy Wilder completed
"The Private Life of Sherlock
Holmes" which was filmed entirely on location in England
and Scotland.

FIVI DAY FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Thursday throMonday temp
are
expected to average -11 fo 10
degrees below normal with colder trend beginning late this
week and continuing through
early next week. Normal highs
40 to 48. Normal lows 22 to 30.
Preeiptation is expected to
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As a result of an effort begun
By United Press International
in
, Platform tennis, a combhmserving on 'Kentucky
aft 'Clan of tennis and squash, was
boards has increased from two
to 20, according to officials Invented in 1928 by Fessenclen
Blanchard and James Cogswell
it Scarsdale, N. Y.

You wives who have a husband
in the service, there is an organization called Waiting Wives
which might be of interest to
you. Call Mrs. Jean Blankenship at the local Red Cross ofrice. They meet twice a month.

The Prin
Source of 1
In Murray
Calloway C

United Press I

MAKING OF A MUS1
ard Whitmer (far left
School, and Phillip S
non of an orchestra
dents. With Whitmer,
Cathy Geurin (left), d
Dr. and Mrs. James
place for the orchestr
years.
PROCESSING AND PRINTS

PROCESSED

MOUNTED

Rem. Cole of 814 Main
street received -a nioe latter
from a selltier-in-Soisen Vietnam. She helped to pack the
"ditty bags" which were sent
overseas in Dececaber and put
In a Christmas card wishing
the recipient a good Christmas
Pfc. Stanley Mientha wrote "1
thank you for the gift and the
cart I wish there were more
people like you in this world
because if there were, I'm sure
we would have peace on this
earth and have the spirit that
keeps us GI's over here filled
with hope. I thank you v
much and a Merry Merry C
mas and a Happy New Year.

1Seen&I-14
Arounc

Mrs.

Murra)

Monks to Mrs. Law
her nice words.
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Cooked an egg the
ing that turned out
from any we hive o
fore. Some of the wl
pod in the skillet so
some difficulty gettin
of the hen fruit or
shell This white hi
cooked bedore we an
pour out the rest a
name made a two Mr
egg with the bettor
more than the nest
wig alright however
tested ok.

Funeral Services

Ronald Churchill has
ed Ince 1931.

(Continued From Peee-1)counsel. He lived a simple and
modest life and was a successful farmer who managed his
business well. He was charitable
and kindly to those who were
less fortunate than himself.
The community in which he
lived keenly feels the loss of
one of its most valuable citi
zens. a spokesman said.
His wife Mrs. Dixie Nix Washer, preceded him in ?death February 26, 1961.
He is survived by one daughter Mrs. Anna Washer Kelley,
of Loch Loenond Drive, Murray;
one son, Merlin Washer and
Mrs. Washer, and two grandchildren, all of Murray Route
Seven.
Funeral services were conducted today at two p. in. at
the Max If. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. B. R. Winchester officiating.
Pallbearers were Jack Cochran, Vernon Butterworth, John
Lennis Hale, Cecil Farris, and 011ie Barnett. Burial
was in the Murray Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Max H. Chtuchill Funeral Home.

Butter Land
Seasoned

CORN . • PEAS
LIMAS ... CARROTS

45(%

clibntSauce Peppers
1 lb lean gound beef
% cup finely chopped onion
V. tease Ise
/
1
4 teaip pepper
2 cups cooked macaroni
2(S-or )cans Hunt's Tomato Sauce
4 green peppers
Broom lie/ and onion Pouf off fat Add saltPepper. macaroni 1 can Hunt sauce Stuff mxture into peppers which have been
parsoisitsfuni,4 almost tender Arrange ,n baking
dish Pour second can of,..tiunt saute over
at Cover and take at'150:f for 15 to 20
minutes elk until done 4 servings

NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
ipened „narrowly lower in
moderate trading today on the
New York Stock Exchange.
The low volume of the past
three sessions suggested that
y investors • will-remain on
the sidelines until President
Nixon delivers his budget and
State of the Union messages.
While the market may draw
some support from statements
by administration spokesmen
brigget
is likely most
Investors will want to see for
themselves just how this will be
accomplished.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
0.04 per cent on 421 issues
crossing the tape. Declines
outnumbered advances, 173 to
135. The Dow Jones average of
sia blue chip industrials was off
fraction.
Crown Cork and Seal added
40 171 a on a block of 10,000
as.-Penn Central was vei.111
32, Walt Disney gained 1 to
46 and-TAntertecr Smelting lot
& to

that the
surpiu:s7 _ It
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At the Fiscal (bort
yesterday and we he
the peeseat four men
will be less cumbers
think that business I
handled with more

100 tablets The Gentle
Overnight Laxative

SUPER CLEARANCE SALE
ASSORTED FABRICS- 77(
Valley Plaids, Stripes, & Solids *Canterbury
Prints
*Crackerjax Prints
Sell regularly up to 1.88 yd.
ONLY

Y •

take editorial in the
Post about Will Fria
Here it is.
"Seating of Dr. 1
Steely among the otb
and university preadi
ex-otticio member of
di on Public Higher
Is a further step of n
OS the reality of NIES
"And on his it MI
with other members, b
Council's approval
for funds to pay for

a

Kantiernd eitY14118

Local Draft
To Stay Be
By DARRELL GA1
WASHINGTON (UP
Selective -Service has
nation's 4,000 local di
to try to stay within t
numbers I
lottery
January induction quot
With the draft at a
tive low of 12,500 mc
month, a spokesman
barring exceptional ci
nee, not more than 1
366 draft numbers
needed.
So far, me spokes
only a few boards
beyond No. 30. One/
headquarters
was
Illinois board had
available for draft
lottery number lower
but It was not know
this man was inductec

will show a

COTTON

PRINTS

it per inch

The state directors
asked to cooperate in
possible for local
defer their quotas unt
the year when men
numbers are not aval
The hope at headcr
that induction quotas
fIrs1 half of this yes
filled without using r
30 numbers in any Mi
would mean--that, UK<
there would be no dra
aumbers above 1h0.
In July, SelecUve

